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CHAPTER I 
STATEMENT AND JUSTIFICATION OF THE PROBLEM 
The purpose of this thesis is to record techniques and materials 
for use at the sixth grade level in order to individualize instruction. 
Materials were prepared for children working as a whole class; groups 
of three, four, and five; pairs; and individuals in the areas of spell-
ing, arithmetic, and social studies. 
1 Boyer says: 
If we can endorse a philosophy of education that is dynamic 
in its recognition of individual and social progress, we shall 
reduce emphasis on standardized subject matter as such; empha-
size the discovery and development of individual potentialities, 
foster individual and social adaptability and responsibility, 
and promote in both the pupil and teacher greater initiative 
and freedom of choice. 
The problem as defined by the contract between the Office of 
Education, the United States Government, and Boston University is six-
fold: 
To initiate among intermediate grade teachers methods for pro-
viding for adapting instruction according to children's requirements 
for levels, progress rates, and special needs in skills subjects. 
Adjustment of instruction to learning abilities. Textbooks and 
instructional materials will be fitted to the abilities of pupils; pu-
pil team instruction will be used; work in content subjects will be on 
1Phillip A. Boyer, "The Administration of Learning Groups in 
Elementary Schools," Ability Grouping, Thirty-fifth Yearbook of the 
National Society for the Study of Education, Part I (Bloomington, 
Illinois: Public School Publishing Company, 1936). 
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a unified central theme; and different levels of study guides will be 
provided. 
2 
Adaptation of learning rates. In skills, children will progress 
at different rates; they may work in pairs, teams, or alone; self-
checking records of progress will be used. In content areas, learning 
rates will be cared for by curriculum-related specialties. 
Provision for special practice at points of weakness. Analysis 
of difficulties will discover needs; intensive practice materials will 
be provided to overcome troubles; grouping of pupils will be adjusted 
to need. 
Enriching learning and making it significant. Whole-class in-
struction will be utilized when suitable as in appreciations, new knowl-
edge, oral and visual presentations. Skills instruction will be closely 
related to meanings, application, and evaluation. Organizational, elab-
orative, and critical thinking will be stressed. 
Encouraging group and individual initiative and self-direction. 
All children will have constant experiences in individual or team spe-
cialties in content learning; these will be generally curriculum-
related, but some may be individual long-term projects. Individual or 
team progress will stimulate initiative in skills learning. 
In essence, this paper attempts to record the provisions at the 
sixth grade level in the fields of arithmetic, spelling, and social 
studies made by one teacher participating in the Dedham Study. 
CHAPTER II 
SUMMARY OF THE LITERATURE 
I. Individual Differences and School Practices 
Leading educators in the United States have, since the end of 
World War I, become increasingly aware of individual differences among 
school children. Indicating the increasing concern being evidenced, 
1 Lawson writes: 
A tabulation of all statements dealing with the aims of 
changes in the curriculum showed that, prior to the Civil War, 
only about 6% of the statements dealt with the problem of 
meeting individual needs. But during the 25 years prior to 
1936 the percentage was about 36. 
2 Durrell affirms the importance of individual differences, as-
serting: "Probably the greatest contribution of modern psychology to 
education is the recognition and measurement of individual differences." 
Further comments on the value of these differences and their 
3 implications in the classroom are made by Betts: 
Individual differences in a classroom provide opportunities 
for rich living. In a democratic society, these differences 
are regarded as assets. Frustration rears its ugly head in the 
classroom when these differences are disregarded. 
1Douglas E. Lawson, "The Growth of Individualization," Journal 
of Education (November, 1959), 122:266-268. 
2Donald D. Durrell, "Individual Differences and Language Learn-
ing Objectives," Childhood Education (January, 1936), 12:149-151. 
3Emmett A. Betts, "Levels of Professional Competency in Differ-
entiated Reading Instruction," Elementary English Review (November, 
1945), 22:261-270. 
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Sutherland4 feels that in attempting to regiment school children 
into a uniform pattern regardless of their individual characteristics, 
educators have failed in their duty to our democratic way of life. He 
observes: 
Schools heretofore have to a large extent ignored these dif-
ferences, in an attempt to get simple, uniform organization, 
courses of study, and textbooks. The schools have therefore 
failed to exert the influence that they should toward developing 
good citizenship. 
5 Sutherland contends also that individual differences are the 
means to progress. He states that: 
Individual differences among children, while disturbing to 
a system of education which tries to ignore them, are poten-
tially the means by which human society may progress. 
II. Learning Differences within a Classroom 
In discussing individual differences among children in the ele-
6 
mentary schools, Cook says: 
When a random group of six-year-olds enters the first grade, 
two per cent of them will be below the average four-year-olds 
in general mental development and two per cent will be above the 
average eight-year-olds. Disregarding the extreme two per cent 
at either end, there is a four-year range in general intelligence. 
By the time this group has reached the age of twelve (sixth grade 
level), the range will have increased to almost eight years. 
4A. A. Sutherland, "Factors Causing Maladjustment of Schools to 
Individuals," Adapting the Schools to Individual Differences, Twenty-
fourth Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Education, 
Part II (Bloomington, Illinois: Public School Publishing Company, 1925), 
pp. 29-30. 
5~., p. 30. 
6walter W. Cook, "Individual Differences and Curriculum Prac-
tice," Journal of Educational Psychology (March, 1948), 39:141-148. 
7 He further emphasizes the extent of differences in ability by 
pointing out that: 
In almost any sixth-grade class will be found a pupil with 
second grade 
ing ability. 
the complete 
reading ability and another with tenth-grade read-
In any grade above the primary level will be found 
range of elementary school ability. 
8 According to Durrell, "The most fundamental difference among 
school children as far as education is concerned is the difference in 
rate of learning of pupils." 
Problems in Individualized Instruction 
5 
9 
In discussing differences among children in schools, Sutherland 
refers to eight particular areas of marked difference as: 
(1) Varying intelligence quotients, (2) varying achievement 
quotients, (3) efficiency quotients, (4) difference in time need 
to master any given topic, (5) varying rates of progress ex-
hibited by the same pupil at different times, (G) varying amounts 
of drill needed, (7) different methods necessary for different 
pupils, and {8) different interest reactions. 
On the basis of these eight factors above, the unlimited pos-
sibilities for combinations of their variations within even the small-
10 
est group greatly emphasize the importance of Sutherland's statement 
that: 
7cook, op. cit., p. 141. 
8ourrell, op. cit., p. 151. 
9sutherland, op. cit., pp. 9-16. 
10Ibid., p. 6. -
1. No group has yet been found in which the individuals com-
posing it possess equal amounts of any one ability. 
2. Performances vary so greatly as to indicate that no single 
requirement is adequate as to the stimulus to a majority 
of the group. 
3. To study the development of a learning process it is absurd 
to set up as a standard a definite quantity of performance 
and expect each member of the group to accomplish just that 
amount and no other. 
11 Zirbes feels that: "Too often classification schemes divide 
children into three levels of capacity and then do next to nothing to 
differentiate the work of the three levels." 
12 Of ability grouping she says: "By presuming to reduce the 
6 
range or scope of individual differences in every group to a minimum we 
really are only setting the situation for more effective mass teaching 
of each so-called homogeneous group." 
13 
In criticizing ability grouping, Washburne observes: 
Practically all ignored individual differences in the maturity 
and readiness of the children about as completely as these had 
been ignored before; and most continued to give the grade assign-
ments in arithmetic, spelling, reading, etc., on a class basis, 
aimed at the 'average child.' 
14 
Washburne adds that "Ability grouping is a misnomer and is no solu-
tion to our problem." 
11Laura Zirbes, "The Real Significance of Provision for Indi-
vidual Differences," Education (April, 1932), 52:441-443. 
12Ibid., p. 441. 
13carleton W. Washburne, "Adjusting the Program to the Child," 
Educational Leadership (December, 1953), 11:138-147. 
14Ibid. 
The chief deterrents to good adjustment of class organization 
15 
to differences in individual pupils are, according to Sutherland: 
1. Administrative Organization in Class Promotion 
2. Uniform Course of Study 
3. Textbooks Not Adapted to Individual Differences 
4. Teachers Not Adequately Trained to See and Allow for 
Individual Differences 
5. Class Size Often So Large as to Make Diagnosis and Help 
Difficult. 
7 
Individualized instruction has many advantages over whole-class 
instruction. According to Jones: 16 
1. Children taught on their individual levels, regardless of 
grade placement make a greater amount of growth than com-
parable pupils taught as a group to the curriculum prescribed 
for their grade with only minor and incidental provisions 
for individual differences. 
2. That this difference in amount of growth between the two 
groups is consistently true in reading, arithmetic, and 
spelling and consequently in total average. 
3. That the difference in growth is consistently true for 
superior, normal, and dull children. 
4. That in reading, arithmetic, and spelling, the difference in 
amount of growth between the two groups is in inverse ratio 
to the level of ability of the pupils. 
5. That differencffiin growth as a result of individualization 
of instruction are more significant for normal and dull chil-
dren than for superior children. 
6. Children tend to make greater gains when they are aware of 
their own needs and abilities. 
7. That superior children are less dependent on individualiza-
tion of instruction and guidance from the teacher than are 
the less capable students. 
8. That average and dull children benefit more adaptation to 
their levels of ability and guidance from the teacher than 
their more capable classmates. 
9. That grouping and adaptation to individual differences in a 
classroom are a matter of management of time and facilities 
15sutherland, op. cit., pp. 9-16. 
16Daisy M. Jones, "An Experiment in Adaptation to Individual Dif-
ferences," Journal of Educational Psychology (May, 1948), 39:257-272. 
rather than one of class size and administrative planning. 
10. That challenging to growth commensurate with their abil-
ities tends to increase rather than decrease the spread of 
levels of achievement within a single classroom. 
III. Grouping 
Although this technique embraces other practices performed in 
latter years, it is nevertheless an invaluable practice in providing 
for individual differences. First, it allows the children to work in 
8 
small groups, pairs, threes, and still larger groups, depending on the 
job to be done. Second, it allows for maximum variety in instruction 
according to the levels of the individuals involved. 
All work need not be limited to individual activity. 
says: 
17 McDade 
In small group and in individual work the pupil has the 
opportunity for maximum activity. The small-group situation 
is social, for the pupil is actively dealing with personalities, 
ideas, and things. In individual work the social element is 
absent, and he learns to deal with ideas and things consecutively 
and independently. Each of these two 'active pupil' techniques 
has inestimable values for education. 
18 Durrell says: 
There are a great many situations where interest is heightened, 
comprehension is increased, and general achievement improved 
through pupils working in pairs or in teams of threes. 
17James E. McDade, "Individual Learning in an Integrated School 
Program," Chicago Schools Journal (January-June, 1933), 15:61-62. 
18Donald D. Durrell, Improving Reading Instruction (New York: 
World Book Company, 1956), p. 129. 
According to Thelan's19 principle of group size: 
The size of the group should be the smallest group in which 
it is possible to have represented at a functional level all the 
socialization and achievement skills required for the particular 
learning activities at hand. 
The advantages of team learning for better adjustment to indi-
20 
vidual differences are defined by Durrell and Palos: 
Team study seems to offer many advantages to learning, es-
pecially in view of the wide differences in ability among pu-
pils in any classroom. It permits adjustment to individual 
differences in level and learning rates; rapid learners may 
advance faster or use more difficult material; slow learners 
may use easier material or more detailed study guides and 
progress at a suitable pace. 
Research indicates some general characteristics of pupils with 
high and low ability which have implications for teaching and class-
9 
room organization. For example, children with high ability can engage 
in independent activities and respond well to long assignments that re-
quire a high degree of mental organization. Children with low ability, 
on the other hand, learn best when supervised with short-term units and 
21 
specific assignments. This is further stated by Wrightstone: 
An effective class organization, according to research, is 
characterized by flexibility, independence, and control. 
Flexibility 
Permits change as conditions in the classroom and purposes of 
19Herbert A. Thelan, "Group Dynamics in Instruction: Principle 
of Least Group Size," School Review (March, 1959), 57:142. 
20Donald D. Durrell, and Viola A. Palos, "Pupil Study Teams in 
Reading," Education (May, 1956), 76:553. 
21J. W. Wrightstone, '~at Research Says About Classroom Organ-
ization for Instruction," National Education Association Journal (April, 
1957), 12:255-258. 
instruction demand. 
Independence 
Provides for individual initiative and action on the part of 
the teacher and pupil. 
Control 
Is essential for the smooth and orderly functioning of and 
plan of grouping. 
10 
Real adaptation of schools to individual children, however, means 
more than merely allowing each child to progress at his own natural gait 
through school subjects. It means developing the child's originality, 
his creative impulses, his initiative; it means helping him to inner 
emotional adjustment; and it means making him into a social individual 
with a genuine sense of responsibility. 22 Washburne says: 
It is right to adjust our school work to the individual dif-
ferences of children. It is right to bring out each child's 
interests and abilities. It is right to help children to inner 
emotional adjustment. It is right to develop children's social 
mindedness. Our means to this end are imperfect. But if the 
parents see clearly our goals and are convinced of our open-
minded earnestness of effort to perfect our ways of reaching 
them, we can count on a reasonable degree of tolerance to help 
us toward ever-increasing success. 
Team learning, as opposed to whole-class instruction, allows 
for self-reliance and independence. Its basic qualities make the class-
room not only a place to learn, but also a haven for knowledge and 
social relationships. It is by no means the utopia of elementary edu-
cation, but rather a combination of techniques and experiences which 
lend themselves to making the whole child. 
22washburne, op. cit., pp. 148-149. 
CHAPTER III 
DESCRIPTION OF TEAM LEARNING 
I. Introduction 
Varied team practices. Although this paper deals with spelling, 
arithmetic, and social studies specifically, the following suggestions 
may be applied to team learning in general. 
Team learning has high possibilities for adapting to levels of 
ability, progress rates, special skills needs, self-direction, and en-
richment. There is no one best way to conduct team learning. New 
methods will need to be developed and exchanged with the ones which 
work best. 
Whole Class as a Team 
Audience situations: story hours, plays, impromptu dramatiza-
tions, reports of specialties, recordings, motion pictures, slides, 
ratio, television, current events, directions for all. 
Group participation: choral reading, community singing, sports, 
games, social activities. 
Discussions: opening discussions, plans, problems. (Develop-
ment of discussion is often better done in teams of two to five.) 
Half, Third, Quarter of Class as Team 
Preparatory instruction to study or reading: vocabulary, study 
suggestions. 
Special skills needs common to group: language skills, diction-
-11-
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ary skills, composition skills, enunciation or speech habits, beginning 
phonics, advanced skills for rapid learners. 
Preparation of plays or group presentations to class. 
Temporary adjustments to levels of ability in reading, spelling, 
arithmetic. 
Separate textbooks for instruction in reading, history, science. 
Groups of Three to Five 
Children of equal ability: For different progress rates in 
spelling, arithmetic; for group specialties related to history, science, 
literature; study guides--in uniform texts, or in different texts; for 
special skills instruction, either advanced or review. 
Children of unequal ability: For group special assignments, 
tasks, or varied difficulty; for discussion of problems, planning, list-
ing of ideas; for "teams-of-three" recitation or review; for brainstorm-
ing in creative writing. 
Pairs (of equal ability): Review practice on arithmetic com-
binations, vocabulary, and concept review; word analysis practice, word 
classification exercises; study guides in content subjects; progress 
rates in spelling, arithmetic; certain pupil specialties. 
Individual learning: Independent reading; pupil specialties; 
personal records of achievements--independent reading, new vocabulary, 
progress records in skills, specialties; personal lists of difficulties 
--spelling, grammar, speech; individual study and testing. 
Pupils as teachers: Supplementary skills practice with slow groups. 
13 
II. Arithmetic 
Preliminary Procedures 
The textbook used in Arithmetic in the Dedham Public Schools was 
Growth in Arithmetic Series, by John R. Clark, et al., World Book Com-
pany, 1957. 
To accommodate for differences in arithmetic, the following ad-
justments had to be made: 
1. To serve all levels of arithmetic ability present in the 
class 
2. For children to acquire concepts and understandings at dif-
ferent rates so that all children would progress at their 
individual rates of mastery 
3. To overcome difficulties through analysis, remedial instruc-
tion, and intensive teaching at points of weakness. 
4. To allow pupils to give mutual help in solving problems, 
reviewing facts, and to allow immediate correction of work 
5. To allow for self-directing and self-correcting tasks in the 
interests of economy of time 
6. Providing initiative, incentive, and motivation for self-
discipline through individual progress methods. 
Possibilities for Team Learning 
Pupils were grouped according to achievement test results, past 
performances, and teacher observations. 
14 
High Achievers 
1. Teams of two or three move rapidly through text of the grade. 
When this is satisfactorily completed, students move to ad-
vanced texts. 
2. Avoid unnecessary practice; if children can master skills on 
fewer problems, omit some. 
3. Provide review practice on any weak skills; emphasize speed 
as well as accuracy. 
4. Teams of three employ methods of solving written problems. 
Average Achievers 
1. Pairs or teams of three, following five- or ten-day assign-
ments. 
2. Provide review practice on weak combinations. 
3. Allow faster progress, if text allows and provides adequate 
presentation. 
Low Achievers 
1. Systematic review practice, teacher-led, on weak combinations. 
2. Master earlier learnings before starting work of grade. 
3. Pairs or teams of three; on five- or ten-day assignments. 
Whole-class activities are at an absolute minimum. Among skills 
for whole-class instruction are graphs, Roman numerals, measurements, 
area and ,perimeter. 
Most of the teacher-led activities would be provided for the low 
achievers. However, the teacher should supervise each group at least 
once during the period. 
15 
Materials 
High achievers in arithmetic. It was necessary to allow high 
achievers to progress at their own individual rates. In order to do 
this with assurance that they would achieve these goals with high mas-
tery, rules and standards for high levels of discipline had to be main-
tained. The arithmetic had to be adjusted to allow for self-direction, 
self-correction, and individual progress. Ic was decided that job 
sheets must be built (see samples) and rules administered for their use. 
Thorough investigation of the text showed that completed list-
ings of concepts, skills, and fundamentals were to be introduced for 
grade six. It was necessary to determine the amount of practice the 
high achiever must do in order to master and go ahead. 
In the building of the job sheets for the high achiever, several 
objectives were set up: 
1. Word problem practices would not be reduced. 
2. Maintenance tests would be spaced at intervals so that no 
child would be advancing without complete understanding and 
mastery. 
3. There would be no dropping of concepts, skills, or under-
standings once they had been mastered. Rather, systematic 
reviews would be held to insure retention. 
X X 
XX 
X X 
X X 
4. Children were allowed to work 
in pairs and opportunities for 
mutual aid were provided. In 
working out examples, each 
16 
child worked alone, then was allowed to check with his part-
ner, compare answers, and correct if necessary. Problem solv-
ing had a slightly different approach. One student would 
read orally, both would decide on the process involved, and 
one member would do the actual computation. After each prob-
lem, partners would exchange functions. This would allow for 
both partners to employ dual functions. 
5. New concepts were taught in either of two ways: The text made 
adequate presentation of new concepts. It was usually self-
explanatory, using visual illustrations and examples, and, in 
large measure, self-teaching. Students were encouraged to 
investigate and decide the new concepts for themselves. 
The second method would be for the teacher to introduce 
the new concept when the need arose. When several people 
were approaching a particular concept, the teacher would then 
take the group as a whole and introduce it. 
6. Ninety per cent mastery was the f].gure set up as the stand-
ard. A child was never to advancE! without meeting this 
standard. Incorrect examples had to be repeated. High 
standards of neatness and legibil:~ty also were maintained. 
7. Each student was to keep his own progress chart for teacher 
reference. Maintenance and qualifying text results were kept 
by the teacher for future use in regard to report cards and 
parent interviews. 
17 
8. Along with the job sheet was an answer book. The child could 
then correct his own work rather than waiting as interest 
lessened. Correction booklets were not kept in the child's 
possession; they were kept at the teacher's desk. 
9. It should be pointed out, however, that arithmetic was the 
only subject where students were allowed to work at materials 
above their grade level. Seventh and eighth grade books were 
provided along with correcting booklets for these rapid 
achievers. 
Average achievers in arithmetic. It is safely assumed that all 
texts are aimed primarily at the average student. This series was no 
exception and thus made individualizing instructions for the average 
group much easier. 
Rules and standards were set up to allow average achievers to 
work at their own individual levels and progress rates. These rules 
and standards were very similar to those of the high achievers. The 
major differences were: 
1. All new understandings, skills, an.d concepts were introduced 
by the teacher. 
2. Very close check of pupil progress was kept by the teacher 
and high standards of workmanship had to be maintained. 
18 
3. Progress was controlled in that ch:Lldren were allowed to ad-
vance at spaced intervals. As-
X X X X sigmnents were made to provide 
X X 
material for approximately ten 
X X 
X days. Tests were given at the 
X X X X completion of each assignment. 
X X 
4. Grouping was done according to ability. Students were allowed 
to -compare answers, correct, and help each other if necessary. 
Correcting booklets were provided so that immediate correc-
tion was possible. 
5. It was found that due to absences or one student progressing 
more rapidly than another, regrouping was necessary. 
Low achievers in arithmetic. This group was teacher-directed 
most of the day. Team learning techniques were used during computations. 
To group them homogeneously, these students were tested to dis-
cover their specific weaknesses and then were grouped accordingly. Ob-
viously, this method of grouping led to sevE!ral levels of instruction 
within the major group. Job sheets were minimized in the instruction 
of this group. 
To allow for this multilevel of instruction, the following pat-
tern was used: 
1. When available, multisensory aids were used. 
2. Children were taught concepts, understanding, and skills 
19 
directly by the teacher. 
3. Each child made a set of flash cards for weak combination 
drills. Here team learning was utilized with students test-
ing each other. This technique gu.~ranteed systematic review 
of specific weaknesses. 
4. Teams of two and three plus teache·r instruction provided 
maximum utilization of practice to points of weakness. 
5. Every-pupil response techniques were utilized in the interest 
of economy of time. Each student made up a set of cards with 
numbers 0 through 9 written on them. The problem was then 
dictated by the teacher and each pupil responded by holding 
up the card with the correct answer. This technique allowed 
X X 
X X 
X 
T 
X 
X 
X 
for all students to answer at the 
same time and also for the teacher to 
correct misconceptions immediately. 
This technique replaced the standard 
take-your-turn recitation and allowed 
each student to absorb maximum number 
of practices in drill situations. 
6. Mental arithmetic problems were also solved in this manner. 
Multiple response techniques were utilized at every opportunity. 
Once again, the major safeguard to this type of instruction was 
for the teacher to roam about checking on all groups. This was espe-
cially necessary to safeguard any "holding back" of one student by 
another. The group was never completely isolated from the teacher. 
20 
Disciplinary standards were adhered to at all times. Any individual 
not doing so was to work by himself for the day. 
As in all subjects, regrouping was ne•:essary throughout the year. 
Many average achievers moved up to the high achievers. Many low 
achievers moved up to the average level. 
Group Organizations for Team Learning in Arithmetic 
High achievers. These children advance through the text using 
job sheets. They get help from their partner, utilize mutual assist-
ance, and ask the teacher for assistance if necessary. 
X X X X X X 
X X X X X X 
Average achievers. Usually set up in teams of three, these pu-
pils work on problem solving examples. Their job sheets or work pages 
are not as long as those of the high achieVE!rs. However, mutual as-
sistance and immediate correction are utilized. 
X X 
X 
X X 
X 
X X 
X 
X X 
X 
X X 
X 
21 
Low achievers. Teacher introduces sk:Lll to entire group, using 
multisensory aids. Utilization of every-pupil response technique is 
required. Those members not ready for this particular skill are as-
signed practice work. 
X X X X 
X X X X 
T 
High achievers. 
A. 
B. 
c. 
X 
X X 
X 
XX 
X X 
XX 
X X 
X X 
A. These children are taking tests. 
This is one activity where the 
students do not give or receive help. 
B. This team is solving written prob-
lems. It may be comprised of either 
two or three. 
C. These teams are working on their 
job sheets. 
Average achievers. Utilization of every-pupil response is urged 
X X X X 
X X 
X X 
X 
T 
X 
with these students. Here a new skill 
is being introduced by the teacher. 
Low achievers. 
XX X X 
XX XX 
X X X X 
XX 
X 
X 
XX 
22 
Practi.ce in pairs in review of 
multiplication and division facts. 
Pairs test each other with flash 
cards. 
Teacher assigns written work for 
the day. Children are encouraged 
to seek assistance from their part-
ners and may check answers with 
each other. 
Paired practice in multiple response. 
X X X 
X X X 
T 
I. Oral Review 
Team learning in 
Rapid 
X X 
X X X 
X X 
X X 
X 
X X 
X 
II. Division Facts 
Review 
arithmetic computation. 
Fast 
X X 
X X 
XX 
X X X X 
X X X X 
III. Multiplication 
Review 
Rapid--Move ahead. 
Fast --On job sheet. Move 
ahead at own rate. 
Mutually assist one 
another. 
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Average Slow Average--Written work on 
fraction concepts. 
XX XX X X X 
X X Slow Fraction drill and 
X X X 
XX teacher assistance. 
X T 
After teaching the 
skill, teacher goes 
from group to group. All groups compare answers and correct im-
mediately. 
Implementation of Initial Procedures 
Instructions to high achievers in ustng job sheets. Here are 
some rules for going ahead in arithmetic: Some of the problems can be 
answered out loud. Some of the problems neE~d to be done on paper. 
When the job sheets call for Read, Discuss and Answer, or (RDA), it 
means for you and your partner to do these problems together. Only one 
set of answers are necessary for RDA problems. Important--Make sure 
that you share the work. Take turns answering the problems. First you 
do a problem, then your partner should do the second problem. Take 
turns doing them. Remember, that you are ~l your ~when you take the 
qualifying test for each job sheet. 
The directions for some pages read '~rite Answers" or (WA). 
This means that you each must do the problems. It is necessary that 
you each do a paper for the WA problems. However, you may check your 
answers with your partner after you have done a problem, or if you don't 
know how to do it, your partner is allowed to help you. 
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Any problems you get wrong, you must correct immediately. You 
are not allowed to go on until you understand and can get every prob-
lem correct. 
After you finish each job sheet, you must then tell your teacher 
you are ready to take a qualifying test. This you must do by yourself. 
Each qualifying test will cover the work you have completed on the job 
sheet. If you fail the qualifying test, then you cannot go on to the 
next job sheet. You must repeat the entire job sheet, then take the 
test again. Do each page of the job sheet, one at a time. After you 
finish each page, check the answer sheet and correct any problems that 
you have wrong. 
When you are working in pairs on arithmetic, remember that when 
you are discussing your work, you should never talk above a whisper. 
If you cannot work together quietly, then you must work all by yourself. 
When you come to a page that has a li.ttle star like this * on it, 
it means that you might need some help from your teacher on this page. 
This is new work. Raise your hand and your teacher will come over to 
help you if he is not too busy. Sometimes there might be another per-
son in your group who can explain this new work to you if he has already 
done it. Ask your group first. 
III. Spelling 
The spelling series usednin the Dedham Public Schools was Using 
Words Series, by Lillian E. Bilington, Silver Burdett Company, 1945. 
Before the initiation of the Dedham Study, the main objective 
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of the teacher was to take the students through the book, usually all 
working on the same lesson at the same time. To replace this uniform 
instruction, certain objectives were set up, using the text and adapt-
ing it to these objectives: 
1. To provide intensive instruction to points of difficulty, 
helping children overcome their weaknesses 
2. To provide for various levels of spelling ability 
3. To accommodate for different rates of progress 
4. To enhance social aims through mutual helpfulness in learning 
5. To utilize self-direction and self-correction in the interest 
of economy of time for both teacher and pupil 
6. To improve the transfer of spelling words to written vocab-
ulary. 
Basis for Grouping 
It is as necessary to group children in spelling as it is in 
reading. This grouping may be done on several bases. The most obvious 
method is to group children according to achievement test results. The 
weakness of this method is that individual difficulties have not been 
determined. 
In the Dedham Study, children were tested in learning rate, 
visual memory, phonetic spelling, and recognition of homophones. On the 
basis of these test results, children were grouped. 
To meet these individual needs, the spelling program had to be 
adapted, and transfer from uniform to individual instruction had to be 
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made. The following steps were taken to meet these objectives: 
1. Adapt the text to low, average, and high achievers. 
2. Keep all activities in small teams and independent. 
3. Progress charts were kept to record pupil progress. 
4. Provide spelling exercises to correct spelling difficulties. 
5. Provide systematic review to safeguard retention. 
6. Build personal spelling lists for each child in the class. 
Since the spelling book alone constitutes a small division of 
spelling power and growth and provides for few opportunities for trans-
fer, several adjustments had to be made: 
1. Spelling book exercises failed to provide challenge or ap-
peared to be of little value for high achievers and were 
therefore omitted. 
2. Many spelling text exercises seemed to have little or no re-
lation to improving spelling. 
3. Oral spelling was discontinued as an accepted practice. 
To meet these adjustments, the spell:~ng period for all groups 
was reduced to three days a week. On these days (Monday, Wednesday, 
and Friday) were scheduled introduction, word usage, and tests. The 
other two days of the week were devoted to work classification, applied 
phonics, and response-to-meaning exercises. 
Procedures for Team Learning in Spelling 
The following is an attempt to generalize several steps that 
should be applied to the three major groups.. More detailed explana-
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tions will follow for grouping within the major groups. It should be 
emphasized, however, that there are no whole-class activities in spell-
ing. 
High achievers. 
1. Teams of two or three (depending on need) progress through 
the speller as quickly as possible. 
2. All exercises in the speller should be omitted except for 
the stories using the spelling words. 
3. When words are spelled correctly by both members twice, move 
on to the next lesson. 
4. Insert word usage practice after 60 to 80 words are spelled. 
5. When the spelling book is successfully completed, emphasize 
personal spelling lists. 
Average achievers. 
1. Teams of two or three as required. 
2. Use speller exercises which require response to meaning. 
3. Omit phonetic analysis. It will be better developed in the 
word classification or direct phonics in reading. 
4. Keep personal spelling list of difficult words. 
5. Provide systematic review. 
Low achievers. 
1. Keep together as group; teacher-d:Lrected learning. 
2. Apply visual memory methods with meaning. 
3. Use review lists instead of words for grade if necessary. 
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4. Provide basic phonics instruction (if needed). 
5. Rely on word classification skills. for advanced phonics. 
6. Never give more words than the chi.ld can digest. 
Group Organizations for Team Learning 
High achievers. High achievers usually were grouped in teams 
of two. Partners were initially assigned whose rates of progress were 
comparable. Teacher-led instruction 
X X X X was omitted, since students could 
read well. 
X X X X 
Procedure~. 
X X X X 1. Teams work together on each spell-
ing li.st. They read the words to 
each other, then student 1 reads the short story which pre-
cedes each spelling list. Student 2 will do the reading in 
the next lesson. 
2. Student 2 then takes a written test on these words from 
student 1. 
3. Student 1 then corrects the test, using the spelling text as 
his guide. 
4. All misspelled words are studied and then retested. 
5. Student 1 follows this same procedure. 
6. More than one word misspelled by either pupil necessitates 
his taking the complete text over again. 
7. After every six lessons, the teacher gives both partners a 
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review test, using words which have been supposedly mastered 
thus far. 
8. A personal spelling list is kept by each student. All mis-
spelled words in spelling and other language arts activities 
are listed on it. 
9. Standards for neatness and legibility are subjective and are 
left up to the discretion of the teacher. Any papers not 
meeting these standards must be recopied. 
10. A chart is kept on the bulletin board with the child's name 
on it. He goes to it and checks the appropriate column after 
he has successfully completed each spelling list. In this 
way, the student keeps a progress report available to the 
teacher at all times, 
It should be pointed out that after the spelling program is 
underway, it may be found necessary to move partners from one pair to 
another. It is highly unlikely that two students end the year with 
the partner with whom they originally starte!d, 
For those children who find it difficult to get along with their 
partners or who are discipline problems, it is suggested that they be 
required to work alone, 
Average achievers. Spelling for average achievers follows a 
pattern similar to that used for high achievers. 
1. The spelling list is introduced to the entire average group 
by the teacher. Words are put on the board and meanings given, 
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using the words in sentences and util-
X 
X 
X 
X X 
X 
XX 
X 
X 
X 
X 
T 
X 
X 
X 
XX 
X 
X X 
X 
izing all techniques for word recogni-
tion. After this introduction is com-
pleted by the teacher, team learning is 
put into practice. 
2. Teams of three are generally used with 
average achievers. If the team is not 
moving along satisfactorily, the team 
number may be increased. This would 
insure each student taking the same 
test an additional time. Children of 
like ability and progress in these teams of three pretest 
each other. If students spell all the assigned words cor-
rectly, they are free to engage in any other language art 
activity for the rest of the week. 
3. Students read the short story preceding the spelling list. 
Any mispronounced words are corrected by the other members 
of the team. 
4. Every member of the t~am studies the lesson. 
5. Student 1 then gives a written test to students 2 and 3. 
Students 2 and 3 then exchange papers and correct, using the 
spelling book as their guide. Then each student studies his 
corrections. 
6. Student 1 then retests students 2 and 3. 
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7. Student 2 then tests students 1 and 3. This gives student 3 
double practice in the list. Students 1 and 2 then take 
double practice in successive lessons. 
8. Correctional procedure as given in item 4 is repeated. 
9. This progress is controlled in that children are allowed to 
go on in spaced intervals, hence the grouping of children in 
teams of three and sometimes four. 
10. Once again, personal spelling lists are kept as well as prog-
ress charts and high standards of neatness and legibility. 
11. All teams are tested by the teachE!r on spelling lists mastered 
once a week (usually on Friday). 
Low achievers. Since the low achievers needed the most drill, 
the teacher spent most of his time with this group. 
The primary obstacle to overcome was adjustment of the number 
of words to be spelled to the learning rate of the individual. This 
led to even smaller groups within the major group. 
Some children could master only seven words per week from the 
grade speller. Others were so poor that they did not use the spelling 
text at all. Remedial spelling lists were devised from second and third 
grade spelling lists. 
The following steps were taken in the program for low achievers: 
1. Introduction of the spelling list to the entire group, as ex-
plained in step 1 with average achievers. 
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2. The low achievers were never 
XX X X X X pretested. The words were 
X 
X X X X written on the board by the 
X X X teacher and the students copied 
T them on paper. This was super-
vised by the teacher by circu-
lating among the group and mak-
X X X X ing sure the words were copied 
X X 
correctly. Those pupils work-
X X X X ing on remedial lists were not 
X X 
given these words. 
3. Children were given intensive 
instruction according to their 
XX X X 
XX XX weaknesses. Direct teaching was 
employed to overcome: 
X X X X X 
XXX XX a. lack of auditory perception 
T 
of word elements 
b. :faulty word pronunciation 
c. overapplication of phonics 
X X X d. low relationship of spelling 
X X X X 
T to meaning 
X X e. slow and/or careless handwriting 
X X X 
f. ,.;rord recognition practice 
g. poor visual perception. 
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4. Techniques employed to overcome these weaknesses were: re-
sponse to meaning, every-pupil response, ear-for-sound train-
ing, visual memory lessons, word recognition practice, flash 
card drills, and applied phonics. 
5. Teacher-led systematic review helped maintain retention. 
6. Team learning practices were used when needed. However, most 
of the spelling lesson was teacher-led. 
Progress in Spelling 
High motivation was the outcome when children were allowed to 
progress at their own speeds. High achievers completed the grade speller 
in approximately six weeks. Using uniform instruction, this could only 
have been accomplished in thirty-six weeks. Average achievers completed 
the speller in approximately twenty weeks. Low achievers who were able 
to master only six words per week were now mastering fifteen at the end 
of the year. 
Many average achievers moved up to become high achievers during 
the year. Frequent regrouping was necessary. 
An important key to the program was the personal spelling list. 
High achievers centered their attention on these lists when they success-
fully completed the speller in less time than they had anticipated. 
High achievers tested each other on these personal lists. These lists 
were also inspected and tested by the teacher at his discretion. In-
correctly spelled words were never discarded but were carried over to 
new li~ts. 
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Close, constant supervision was necessary. Moving in and out 
of groups, checking progress, maintaining high standards while circu-
lating were the prime safeguards of the program. 
Variations of the steps mentioned were encouraged to fit the 
various situations. The teacher was free to teach any individual or 
group, and no children were ever completely isolated from the teacher. 
IV. Social Studies 
Preliminary Procedures 
Basis for grouping. Students were grouped according to achieve-
ment tests, pupil's past performance, teacher interviews, and teacher 
observation. A definite factor which takes on paramount performance 
in grouping for social studies is the student's reading ability. Pu-
pils with low comprehension skills more often than not are placed in 
the teacher-led group. 
Possibilities for Team Learning in Social Studies 
Whole-class activities: Introductory discussion and planning, 
motion pictures and slides, exhibits, field trips, classroom visitors, 
listening to specialty reports, dramatization, and recordings. 
High achievers: Teams of two-three use advanced study guides 
with text, or use advanced text or specialized reading on topics covered 
by class; classroom participation in discussion, planning, criticism, 
with groups of three-five children of unequal ability; specialties re-
ports, individual or team, assigned far in advance; systematic fact or 
concept review, in teams of two, when available; spec~ial instruction 
in use of references, note taking, report ma.king, library usage. 
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Average achievers: Teams of two-three use study guide with text; 
classroom discussion in groups of three-five, pupils of unequal ability; 
systematic fact or concept review in teams of two, when available; 
specialties reports, individually or in teants of two, assigned far in 
advance; special instruction in use of references, report making, note 
taking, library usage. 
Low achievers: If reading ability is very low, oral presenta-
tion by teacher or superior pupil; use study guides to check comprehen-
sion; if reading ability is fair, provide preliminary vocabulary prac-
tice, glossaries, questions to guide reading; study in pairs; specialty 
reports require careful choice and planning. 
The Textbook and Its Adaptations 
High achievers. The textbook used in the Dedham Schools in 
Geography was Geography of World People, by W. R. McConnell, Rand 
McNally Series, 1952. 
Since geography is a content subject, accommodations for accel-
eration and rapid progress (as allowed in skills subjects) were not as 
easily made. 
Though skills learning is necessary in this area, many other en-
richment activities require all children to study the same subject 
matter. It was necessary, then, to allow bright children to cover the 
assigned material, and yet allow maximum opportunity for self-direction 
and initiative. Thus the advanced study guide came into being (see 
example). 
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The advanced study guides were characterized by many different 
activities and learning experiences. 
1. "How" and "why" discussion questions 
2. Encyclopedia and reference reports (oral and written) 
3. Project assignments in map making, charts, etc. 
4. Outlining of textbook fact content 
5. Written summary reports. 
Teams of three to five high achievers were the best pattern for 
this activity. They worked on the study guide, group leaders utilized, 
reports assigned, and discussions held. 
The entire guide program was directed toward more independent 
work on the part of the high achievers. The teacher, however, could 
at any time interrupt the independent activity to discuss a common 
problem, share ideas, or present an enrichment activity. There were 
occasions for heterogeneous grouping. This was usually done during 
review periods immediately preceding the unit test. 
Another characteristic of the study guide was the use of refer-
ence materials. Library resources, encyclopedias, and outside mate-
rials were utilized to add greater scope. 
Audio-visual reports (see pupil specialties) were also an in-
tegral part of the guide program. 
Since many other social learnings were necessary for an adequate 
program, acceleration was not permitted. The scope and depth of the 
• assigned subject became the measure for high achievers. 
In summarizing the responsibilities for high achievers in the 
guide program, the following are submitted: 
1. Most review practices were accomplished in teams of two. 
2. High achievers participated in mo:st classroom discussions. 
3. Specialty reports, either individual or team, assigned in 
advance so that they could be presented during the actual 
study of the subject matter. 
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4. Study guides used in small groups were supplemented with the 
basal text and supported by refer,ence materials. 
5. Teacher instruction in special skills, i.e., map reading, 
graphs, time and distance skills. 
Average achievers. Though some average achievers (under favor-
able conditions) might be able to use the advanced study guide, it was 
decided to prepare an entirely new one. This guide covered the same 
material but in a more simple and informal nature. They were less ab-
stract and were used as an adjunct to the main program. The study 
guide for average and high achievers (see sample) was characterized by 
the use of the following activities: 
1. Multiple choice questions 
2. Matching exercises 
3. Fill in correct endings 
4. Word classification exercises 
5. Small group discussions 
6. True-false exercises 
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7. Dictionary assignments 
8. Reference book assignments* 
9. Outlining* 
10. Small group debates* 
11. Dramatization 
12. Summar~es* 
13. Map exercises 
14. Construction of time lines 
15. Picking the main thought 
16. Arranging facts in sequence 
17. Poems of historical or geographical nature. 
The main emphasis with the average group was for the student to 
acquire greater skill in the intake of ideas and subsequent recall 
skills. Take-your-turn recital practices were discontinued. 
Specialty reports (much smaller in scope than those of the high 
achievers) were used effectively. Vocabulary aids, word classification 
cards, and multiple response techniques were often utilized. 
The following are general characteristics of activities of the 
average achievers: 
1. Teams of two or three use study guide with basic text. 
2. Specialty reports in teams assignE!d in advance. 
3. Greater emphasis on skills learning and greater teacher 
direction. 
*rtems with an asterisk were usually regarded as activities for 
high achievers only. 
• 
• 
• 
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4. Participation in discussion with pupils of equal or unequal 
ability. 
5. Systematic fact and concept review in teams of two or three. 
Low achievers. The social studies materials mentioned were en-
tirely too difficult for the low achiever. The material had to be 
adapted to meet his need and level. This was accomplished by: 
1. Increased emphasis on vocabulary development 
2. Increased direction in discussion periods 
3. Maximum use of activity work such as map making, model build-
ing, assisting in specialty presentations 
4. Oral presentation by the teacher. 
These adaptations did not make for less participation of the low 
achievers. Rather, they provided materials and content at their own 
level • 
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Or anizational Patterns for Team Learnin in Social Studies 
X 
X 
X X 
X X 
XX 
X 
X X 
X 
X 
X 
T 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
T 
A. Whole Class Activities 
1. Introductory discussion 
2. Motion pictures, slides 
3. Specialty reports, plays 
4. All enrichment activities 
B. High Achievers 
1. Teams of four or five use 
advanced study guide 
2. Discussion 
3. Special instruction in library 
use 
4. Specialty reports 
C. Average and Low Achievers 
1. Multiple response techniques 
2. Heavy vocabulary introduction 
3. Special instruction at points 
of weakness 
4. Small group read arounds 
5. Oral presentation by teacher 
X X 
X 
X X 
X 
A. High achievers 
working in three's 
on advanced study 
guides. 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
B. Average achievers 
using paired prac-
tice in review 
activities. 
V. Pupil Specialties 
X 
X 
X 
T 
X 
X 
X 
B. Low achievers re-
ceiving direct 
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teacher assistance 
in vocabulary and 
map skills. 
Definition, use, purpose, characteristics. A pupil specialty 
is an activity in which a child uses the tools of research available to 
him to find out as much as possible about a topic, area, or project. 
After the child has amassed considerable knowledge on a particular sub-
ject, he becomes a "specialist" on that subject. Hence the term, pupil 
specialty. As opposed to the traditional booklet-type peport or oral 
report, the specialty is presented orally by means of informal talks or 
play, with the child's materials displayed on bulletin boards and proj-
ect tables. 
Designed for: Children who are reading at grade level or above, 
regardless of the grade in which they are enrolled; children who com-
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plete regularly assigned work in advance of other members of the class 
and have spare time in school; children who are interested in doing 
extra reading, project work, etc. in their spare time outside of school. 
Educational purposes. Provides for differences in learning rates 
and levels of ability; encourages self•expre,ssion; teaches the children 
to budget their time wisely; work with multiple texts which are pre-
ferred by children to single texts; are self-directing (self-direction 
assignments are preferred by children to teacher direction); results 
in the use of many and varied references and sources; makes school work 
challenging to bright pupils by raising level of instruction to their 
abilities; makes effective use of pupil timE~ after the completion of 
the daily tasks. 
Specialties. Provide an opportunity for developing self-
discipline through independent study; provide an opportunity to broaden 
children's interests; allow maximum use of study skills; further posi-
tive social relationships. 
Initiating the Program 
Explain to the class that they are going to take part in a new 
type of research program~alled pupil specialties. Explain also that 
this is very much like reporting, except that it is far more interest-
ing. Read the guide book (enclosed) to the children and discuss the 
different steps in preparing a pupil specialty. (See Guide Book.) 
Answer any questions the children might have and then ask if anyone 
would be interested in starting a pupil specialty. Then assign one or 
two specialties. 
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Assigning topics. The teacher determines what his class will 
be studying in a curriculum area one month from the present time. If 
the class is studying Colonial America, for example, the following 
topics would coincide with the planned curriculum: Early American Fur-
niture, Colonial Tools, Colonial Homemaking and Cooking, Early Ameri-
can Firearms, Early American Farming, Colonial Homes and Buildings. 
The teacher then assigns the projects to individuals or to a small 
group. After assigning the topic, the teacher checks off in the Guide 
Book the items that will help the child with his topic. The teacher 
then determines the day the class will be studying that particular topic 
and tells the child that this is the date his subject is due and that he 
will be expected to be ready to report on this day. 
As a safeguard, it is wise for the teacher to check the specialty 
two or three days in advance of the presentation. This gives the child 
a chance to improve the specialty if any points of weakness are noted 
by the teacher. The teacher may want to check the child's materials to 
see that his information is accurate, pertinent to the subject, well-
organized, and interesting. Also, to maintain high standards, the 
teacher should check to see that the display materials are labeled and 
explained, that the bulletin board is neat and attractive, and that the 
pupil is completely ready to give his specialty. 
Characteristics of a good assignment. 
1. A variety of activities and a rich range of learning materials 
which attempt to develop skills for the individual student. 
2. The opportunity for adequate experiences for the bright child 
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to go far beyond his expectations. 
3. The provisions for interests and tastes to develop through 
research, through local contacts, through literary apprecia-
tions, and through personal associations by which the varied 
interests of the individual can be directed toward new learn-
ing. 
4. By using many kinds of materials and resources, magazines, 
newspapers, reference material, and other realia; providing 
each student with the opportunity to use his abilities to the 
best possible advantage. 
5. The assignment should be specific. 
6. The alternatives presented to each pupil~ould help to meet 
individual differences. 
7. Standards of workmanship at different ability levels should 
be recognized and established. 
8. These activities should permit both individual and cooperative 
accomplishment. 
9. They should move in the direction of the development of impor-
tant work and study skills. 
10. They should arise and be selected in a logical manner from 
the curriculum. 
11. They should have positive and intrinsic interest for the in-
dividual. 
12. These activities should differ from previous assignments. 
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Advantages and opportunities. 
1. Leads children to a wide variety of resources and fields of 
endeavor. 
2. Each child shares his findings with his classmates. 
3. Provides for a unique approach to the curriculum. 
4. With little emphasis placed upon the necessity of a formal 
written report, a unique approach to learning is offered to 
children who are more accustomed to writing tasks associated 
with research and areas of investigation. 
5. These activities and assignments emphasize pupil participa-
tion, discussion, planning, critical evaluation, personal 
contact, and the development of creative talents. 
6. After the initial plans have been formulated by the teacher, 
these activities require minimum teacher direction and as-
sistance. 
7. Allows for individual initiative and personal discipline. 
8. Slow learners gain knowledge through observation and listen-
ing to a specialty. 
9. Provides children with opportunities in skills areas by locat-
ing information, selecting and evaluating pertinent material, 
organizing, participating in research activities, note taking, 
compilation of bibliographies, letter writing, expressive 
skills, techniques of reporting, varieties of display and 
artistic arrangement, labeling, use of high mental processes, 
and application of critical analysis. 
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High Motivation 
High motivation can be provided through the enthusiasm of the 
teacher when this new method of reporting is first introduced. Secrecy 
surrounding each report provides an air of mystery and anticipation pre-
ceding the presentation. The student's desire to express himself, to 
share his findings and research with his classmates is a high motiva-
tion in itself. Advance advertising through posters adds to the sus-
pense; the privilege of inviting guests augments the importance of the 
report. The amount of art work which the child wishes to do in connec-
tion with his specialty need not be limited, because he can be provided 
with as much space as he needs on the bulletin board and project table. 
Evaluation. After the presentation, the class may want to eval-
uate the specialty. The following evaluation techniques have been 
found very successful: 
1. The child giving the specialty makes out a short quiz and 
gives it to the class. This ensures a listening audience 
during the specialty presentation and affords the teacher an 
opportunity to evaluate the specialty in terms of what the 
children gained from the presentation. 
2. After the presentation, the class may want to discuss in 
small groups the outstanding points of the specialty and 
make suggestions for improving the specialties which are to 
follow. 
CURRICULUM RELATED PUPIL SPECIALTIES 
Calendar of Reports 
I 
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~ 
I 
Name(s) 
CURRICULUM RELATED PUPIL SPECIALITES 
Schedule of Reports 
Description Date Assigned Date Due 
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• e 
HOW TO SET UP THE TOPICS FOR CURRICULUM RELATED PUPIL SPECIALTIES 
Curriculum Title of Week (or day) Date of Length of Description of 
Correlation Pupil Class Will Be Pupil Working Pupil Specialty 
(Subject-Area) Specialty Studying This Specialty Period Topic 
Topic for Child 
• 
.j:'-
\0 
CHAPTER IV 
EVALUATION OF TEAM LEARNING 
I. Introduction 
The advantages of team learning instruction are many. These 
advantages can be generalized thusly: 
1. Team study requires that pupils study independently and so 
gives them practice in self-direction. 
2. Level and learning rates can be adjusted to group needs. 
3. Practice needs that are common to a group can be met readily. 
4. Because of heterogeneous grouping, pupils learn from each 
other. 
5. Team work in itself encourages social development and group 
responsibility. 
II. Advantages for the Pupil 
Individualized Instruction 
Higher achievers gain greater scope and depth in the subject 
matter. This pertains particularly to content subjects. Since high 
achievers work independently, this type of learning situation encour-
ages creativity and self-reliance. High achievers are able to work be-
yond grade level in arithmetic. This stimulus motivates the student 
and a greater desire is displayed to reach this goal. 
Average and low achievers gain the much-needed individualized 
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instruction from the teacher. Since the high achievers are working in-
dependently, this allows the teacher more time to aim at points of 
weakness with the low and average achievers. 
Grouping heterogeneously in reviews, introductions, etc. allows 
the average and low achievers to absorb ideas from other students. In 
these discussions, the average and low students are given every oppor-
tunity to contribute as well as to absorb. These outcomes lead to 
greater interest and motivation on the part of low and average achievers. 
Where once these same students were frustrated and bored, they now be-
come an integral part of the classroom, contributing their share in all 
discussions. 
Economy of Time 
Making the instruction individualized allows the students to use 
their time effectively. In whole-class instruction, all children would 
be doing long division, regardless of achievement. With team learning, 
children are not required to do thirty problems if they can master the 
skill in fifteen. Hence the time which would have been used to solve 
the remaining problems can now be used to investigate and practice other 
skills. This procedure allows for maximum E!ffort in a minimum of time. 
Provisions for Self-reliance and Self-discipline 
Students (particularly high achievers) will thus have to make 
decisions independently. They will be leading groups in discussion and 
must conduct it correctly. Since study guides are informal, the student 
must pull out the important ideas and distinguish them from the less 
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important. As for discipline, maximum standards are set up by the 
teacher. The student undertakes the tasks knowing "he is on his own" 
and is responsible for discipline within his group. 
Psychological Effects 
1. High achievers are finally challenged and are not bored with 
"busy work." 
2. Low achievers are not frustrated, but rather the work is now 
reduced to their work level. 
3. Pupils are not tagged as high or low. One student may be a 
high achiever in spelling but a low achiever in arithmetic. 
4. Children are moving to higher groups throughout the year. 
5. The results are seen graphically by the student. Progress 
charts are kept by each student, and progress is reported 
for both the student and teacher. 
III. Advantages for the Teacher 
Utilization of New Materials 
The teacher now becomes aware that there are other teaching 
materials beside the textbook and workbook. Study guides and job sheets 
were new materials not utilized in whole-class instruction. Other mate-
rials were word classification cards, personal spelling lists, specialty 
reports, and weekly task sheets. 
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Economy of Time 
Time is of the essence to any teacher, and with team learning 
the teacher can devote more of it to teaching at points of weakness. 
The day is gone when all children will be working on the same page in 
arithmetic. Rather, the teacher now circulates around to the various 
teams, ensuring their progress. 
An awareness of the importance of grouping is developed. It is 
rather obvious that all children within any classroom are individuals 
and should be challenged as such. The teacher is surprised to find how 
easy it is to handle multiple groups. 
Self-correction is an advantage which allows the teacher more 
time in teaching the various groups. 
Weaknesses experienced by the student become more apparent and 
are more easily identifiable. 
Team learning encourages independence and allows the teacher to 
utilize the time (which would have been spent in reading simple direc-
tions) for other purposes. 
Reporting to parents becomes much easier in that progress is 
graphically kept. The parent can readily see what and where the child 
is and the progress he has been making. 
Psychological Effects on the Teacher 
The elimination of lock-step instruction and knowledge of a well-
organized program which permits use of multiple texts and multiple levels 
is a wonderful feeling for a teacher. This effect seems to "rub off'' on 
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the pupils and each contributes his share. The feeling that the teacher 
is accomplishing more is also quite apparent. 
IV. Cautions 
As in all plans, the job of teaching is never taken away from 
the teacher. Also as in all new techniques, several cautions should be 
watched for. Among them are: 
1. There is no behind-the-desk teaching. The teacher is con-
stantly moving and checking from group to group. 
2. The teacher is still the center of the class and there are 
no substitutes. 
3. Study guides and job sheets are no panacea. Rather, they 
are instructional materials used to aid the student and let 
him progress more rapidly. 
4. Periodical checks by the teacher are necessary. 
5. Systematic review is also necessary. 
6. No group is ever without teacher direction. 
Z. Enrichment is the key to the content subjects. 
8. There are still some wholesome whole-class activities. 
9. No group is ever rigid. They are flexible and partners may 
be changed. 
10. Indoctrination of parents as to the how and why of team 
learning is necessary. 
11. High standards of discipline should be kept at all times. 
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12. Extreme caution should be used when grouping children homo-
geneously. 
13. Children should be able to see their progress at all times. 
14. Team learning should be adapted and changed to fit the needs 
of the teacher and his particular class. 
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APPENDIX 
I. 
2. 
-
STUDY GUIDE ON IUDUSTRIAL 1:JESTERN EUROPE 
Maps 
Please read oage 55 throu~h the bottom of pace 62. 
. ~.~ ~ 
On five separate maps fill in the follo'll-:ing items. 
1. 
2. 
3 .. 
4· 
5. 
Print the names of the countries of industrial 
we~ tern Europe. You ma~r cr.~.eck the spelling so it 
will be correct. 
Show the latitude and t~e lonRitude of industrial 
western Europeon your second ·n::a.'p:- Also include the 
zone or zones ind~strial western Europe falls in. 
Note the appzooximate location of t:-~ese cities of 
industrial western Europe: London, Paris, Bonn, 
Berlin, Nantes, MaZ's eille, Belfast, Amsterdam, Ant¥rerp, 
Birmingham, Bordea~, Ca~diff, Cologne, Dublin, Frank-
fu:-t, I'he Hague, Harve, Leeds, Live1•pool, Liege, 
lVlanchester, New Castle, Eotterdam, Stoke-on-Trent, 
and Southhampton. 
On map four show the importa~t rivers. You should 
have at least eight. 
On map five illust::::ate the rair.-fall and the growing 
season. 
Be sure to include a key with eQch of these maps. 
In group discussion conpare the "t...resther and climatic 
conditions of industrial western Burope "t-rith those in 
the United States of similar latitude. During the dis-
cussion list the important points that are brought out 
and each person keep a copy to study further. 
Plee.se read i'rom manufacturing in 1:/estern Europe at the 
bottom of Page 62 through Page 74. 
In front of each of the follovring list the word, words or 
phrase, phrases that will complete each correctly. 
l. 
2. 
3. 
4· 5. 
6. 
7. 
e. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
The areas of najor manufacturing in western Europe are 
The Industrial Revolution began in 
Important iron deposits are round in 
Important coal deposits &re found in 
Three important thines to the production of steel are 
Two great steel districts on the British Isles are 
The valley with the greatest industrial concentration 
is the 
Two centers of heavy m.anuf"actu!'ing in Belgiu."Tl are 
Belgium's best seaport is 
In Loraine and the Ruhr we find many 
One of France's great iron-m:.n1.ng regions is 
The Rineland coal comes from 
The great industrial regions in Germany are 
Some famous shipbuilding center•s in industrial western 
Europe are 
In early days some of the most famous weavers lived in 
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16. In England today the NOOlon ind.uEtry is centered 
around 
17. Today most wbol is imported from 
18. h'e f'ind large -vroole~ mills in 
19. 'l'he British cotton industry centers around 
20. Some of' the finest flax is e:roT,rn in 
21. Who helped make Engl::.sl: pottery famous 
22. · Haviland china is ;:nade from 
23. Some other t-restern European pottery centers are 
3. You many read from Page 75 through the middle of page 81 
In the following exercise choose the best ending and put 
the letter of the ending in front of the nt~bered state-
ment. 
1. Industrial Europe is also a great area for 
a. crops b. farming c.harvesting 
2. A favorable condition to farming in this area is 
a. rainfall b. the ocean c.industry 
3. Another favorable condition to farming is 
a. water b. fertile lowlands c. rich highlands 
4. Farming in this area is 
a. crude b. intensive c. agricultural 
5. The area around the 1vash bay is called the 
a. great fens b. Paris Basin c. breadbasket of 
of England England 
6. A cool-climate crop is 
a. wheat b. sugarbeets c. ·barley 
1. Cool-climate crops grow in abundance in 
a. England b. the Netherlands c. Scotland 
8. A crop that supplies much food from little space is 
a. grapes b. potatoes c. rye 
9. Planting fields in regular order is called 
10. 
a. crop rota.tlon b. intensive farming 
c. different crops 
Sugar-beets call for 
a. good rainfall 
c. 
b. sparce population 
middle latitude climate 
4. You may read f'ro::n the bottom of Page 81 (Fishing in 
Industrial Europe) tr~ough the bottom of Page 83, where 
it begins Industrial Europe and i.1orld Trade. 
Ans't·rer the two questions in complete sentences. 
1. Where is one of Europes great fishing grounds? 
2. In -vrhat 1rrays are .fishing colT'.rnunities alike? 
··-
5. 
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Please read from the bottom of Page 83 through Page 87. 
Sort the following produc.ts into two lists. List ONE 
should include those things that are imported into 
industrial western Europe. List Tl-JO shculd include those 
products that are expo~ted by industrial western Europe. 
leather 
meat 
machines for factories 
coconuts 
metal tools 
wheat 
coffee 
salt fish 
cacao 
raw woolen and cotton fibers 
sugar 
6. Read Page 89 tl-:rough the middle of Page 105 
7. 
Prepare an ora: re9ort on one of the countries of in-
dustrial western Europe. In your report cover these 
topics: 
A. Geography 
1. Gr01ving season 
2. Rainfall 
3. Pooulation 4. Ma~or or outstanding features 
B. History 
1,. Language 
2. Government 
3. Cultural life 4. Important events 
5. Famous people 
C., Industry 
D. Agriculture (farming) 
You may include maps, graphs, and concrete examples to 
make your repo~t more interesting. You will need to use 
other sources for information besides your geography 
book. I suggest you use there: encyclopedias, dictionary, 
atlas, and the library. There are some filmstriPs and 
there may be on€lyou would like to show in conjunction 
with your report. 
\'.Trite a short sumrr..ary of the important information in 
the geography book about each of the countries besides 
the one you are preparing an oral report on. Be sure to 
try and cover as much information as you are able. You 
may include any other information ;you might have or find 
that you feel is important. 
\'.ford I'1eanings 
Please underline the correct meaning for the word in the 
column at the left: 
1 rural a. country b. woods c. urban 
2 kilns a. ovens b. bake c. bricks 
3 kaolin a. bricks b. sand c. white clay 
4 intensive a. changing b. producing c. vegetable 
farming crops large crops farming 
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5. banks a. shallow water b. mo:1ey to c. surrounding for fishing save ocean water 
6. merchant a. apmed services b. c ormnerc i a.l c. navy 
marines ships 
7. ford a. river delta b. inlet from c. shallow water 
the sea for crossing 
8. democracy a. form of b. monarchy c. political government part~r 
9. drowned a. seaport b. sunken c. under water 
coast coast 
10. ballast a. valuable b. worthless c. full hull 
Cal' gO goods 
11. peat a. stores b. grain c. fuel 
12. polders a. drained land b. move. slowly c. low hills 
13. crop a. dairy b. changing c. transport-
rotation i'arming fields ing goods 
14. drowned b. behind dikes b. low land c. under ocean 
valley water 
STUDY GUIDE ON INDUSTRIAL :dESTERN EUROPE 
ANSWERS ?OR #2, #3, #4, #5, #7 
Answers for #2 
2. 
3. 
4· 5. 
6. 
" I • 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
England, L'lXemburg, Netherlands, 'lr!estern Germany, 
Belgium and France 
England 
Eastern France; Luxemburg, Enbland, Belgium and 
Ge!'many , 
Belgimn, Nethe~lands; ~hine Valleyj British Isles 
iron, coal, and limestone 
Burmingham and Wales 
Heuse 
Liege 
Antwerp 
Loraine 
blast furnaces and steel mills 
Ruhr and Rhine 
Ruhr va::..le:J" and Rhine Valley 
Glasgow, South Shields, Belfast, Hantes, and Caen 
Flan<ie:::>s 
Leeds a~d Bradford 
Argentina, U:::>uguay, New Zeland and Australia 
Lille, Roubaiu, Ghent and Reims 
Ivianchester 
Flanders (Belgium) 
Josiah Hedgewood 
Kaolin 
Limoges, Pelft, and Mense Valley 
Answers for #3 
1 b b 
c 
c 
7 
8 
c 
b 
a 
2 a 10 c 
3 b 9 
Answers for #4 
1. The North Sea 
2. Type of location, importance of the sea, methods of 
fishing, location near fishing grounds 
Answers for #5 
Imports 
meat wheat 
leather coffee 
coconuts cacao 
raw woolen & cotton 
Answers for #7 
1 a 5 a 
2 a 6 b 
3 c 7 c 
4 b 8 a 
fiber 
9 b 
10 b 
ll c 
12 a 
Export§. 
machines for factories 
metal tools 
salt fish 
sugar 
13 b 
14 c 
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J \hy lS Steel 80 important tO the tvOrld tt1day'? ri'e.ll hO~r S t . l 
.w.e -~. ro1H l r.e:n or.:! iH thl. s wa.y ( 1) \~harz 1 s putir•tc thE blaBt 
'·"'race? l2) l·ihat is the prodnct of the blast fnrn::.c\,;1' {~·)) "01 i"; 
e ,~:::.1. n1a.ae from thts prod,Jct? 
b1 ~ -!li. ~.,,.e .catr m.tt.e1"1ala t at !nd•1atrial ·'festP 'ft S•:r fJe is .n.ch :.~1 
•· 1 ·• f!I'• nec·ded. 1·or the making of at~el (lis~ the rtt.Et:'> on p, f.J.; 
' .1~ .!-~; ... nJ.:lGtrs ot wet!tern Enrop is most irnportAJ~1~ in b•l'fn.:-ol'tj 1g 
. • £.. rlPn.Se-' mmnlation:? 
J -.! ·.~, r tb..:; ~nr~p on pse_;e 62, FWd. the d1a.rr. L"runo on l]Rge 66, r.·iOIJ . .l<.i y1:>\l ea,t 
.~ ~tl£ IJrtltcd Kingdom ls well B'''PPli.cd with \T'O:\? D•Jeu · i,; ha~r .. 
.1. rJ> ..:.- c.,_ p~,.; s l. t a ~d co~.l '? 
L} ''hn!; 1 a BJ.rm1nghRm fan40'l0 for? c) ·oi'hy dld 1· p::row ··I? to ·,~ a•,ch 
" .~.:uO-:JPtant 1ron.And stetc.l d1stri1t"" d} ~·/hat city 1n the 'J ., ~t' 1s 
'· t, ~lL'lU.Etr.· to'? 
'ther~ !r; nnother fa.moa~ Bi"lt.ish. h.t!:-f'l diBtrioeto'i' b) Vha.t 2 • ·) ·i;;n 
· ·, f,S 1 t litt clorw to? e) What it exnor'ted fr()m theae ports, . <.) \.ihs 
:..& Jrf,r.H rted? e) What imPorCa"l'~ \ieoostts f'otAnd tn BeLgl:au t-~ 1 '1url h.-?z> 
' ·no :Je ~1n 1nd11etrtal country? t) Hhi>re does Belf\~-'lm get nH:tny of he:< 
·, t-. ._Lt 1 0 7"le.lo toda.(? f';) '·/hat. Belg:! .. M\ dl o t:rlo ~~ hr:t s tht· gr9a teat 1.ntitH3"' 
·t e..L n.cti, :_ ty'i' h, 'ihe.t t;rpe of rnat1 1lf,'l.Ctl1ring is carl'1f:d on ·le.r·&? 
•• 1 '~1· .. 1~, 1 .p-lOl1 in Fra.~"h~& is cne cf the \iO'!"l.d s ~rc-a test ir·on~ mlnl.ng 
vtt'~ 1 •JrlG? b} ·;>~hat irnp-:>rta.IJ' deooa3.t for stee1-·mRlung io F~n.nce 
.. ~.k·1 ·v··~ c) How d.o the ~'rt31l~h f;t'3t thJ.s n1ater·1aJ.? d) NAme 2 French 
c J.l, :e lmport;:wt for blg- t rm"~ Rnd stee~ N'or·ks 
·~h..1.& l't.l ··j •I''! of G~;rmEwy ia ;~n 'l.rnpor tAnt r.teel center? f J '•Jhe.t 
: "r dt-JJr..•bi t j s fo,uu.: 2b•mdantly :tn this x·ef:J.on? g) Nt:l.me 2 r:t v ! 
·~, 1 t- ~ .,..~ ch n coql i11 Germany i \Iho9J1e the steel int'.l.na·t.ry is impor 
,,; t1 I • ;. at 'aw nat~ria.l is laclU.ng 1n the Rhineland? J) How do 
~ \l r .. .Jc -.~. e r; •· ';h't7 Lot r•a.llmc Dt atrh~·c end the people of the Rhlneland 
• c c.) .. u ..:. .... ~:.-. ench o·~ber't 
'I "~?.,. :I r.I:s fl.. D :PO 1 n~ ·.'{ 
. - • 'J ~ ) "-. \ 
' l •• 
J. 
rl.;•:'"..l' r f ~1 '1.V£>l' T;;":\~"'e an <~!"rt of the sea enters :l.n. 
).t• .... t ') th~ s:ul for ra.H~1nt.r ~.:::::ops 
•• '> •1 • !." r .. o t 1 ,.; • 
fH1' ";."' • r Ct llHi '1 t thP '8dn' 7Jf Cloth. 
,. 
« • - .. ""'
1 
" e 1 c ,. ~ >A : ,. ~..- c , .~ ·!" .. l'Ol~d for n1.\ ~;. .. • •nn ..... 
1r '""""' ,., t jt" ••• j ;.. ; .. rr -t \,. It 'l 0 ~~the BOJl ~~ ~00[ 
. d .,, . ' - . ' ') •. . <) • ~ (l l J ·· ' 11,., ·e( or on f'·- i l"d:l 
) > I } I l t, ' 1 "i ., or * ~ r r 
• J 
t 
·' .... ' II- J. ': .tO te- jea re~~,onm Sngland farnOt'E! for ·the mRlt1nc· of' puttf.'~.~.y 
!' . 
·' ~ ' ' ~ ~ 'J. 
vven \Jhero po-4; t"'cy is baked to make it hard. 
, r' ~ e -our.e whlt.e cla.r used in mftkirtg uo .. ctery. 
h 
'nd 
'.·!eag e •rood - famous English ?Ot 'fEr , .. ~ho improved methods of .. .-~: 1 h _ 
decorating pottery.. '.!edgewood pottery is knmvn all. aver the ~~or 1 
its b~~1ty 1n color and design or 
+Ol)••• • • •• o•• " 
o;s 69 to ?4) 3RIPBU!LD~Q. 
el) '.'lha t 1s needed for large importing nn.d exporting carried on ir! 
11est(-":r•n E•trope? b) What 1s a. sh1pyard 0 a gri&atest nee(l? c) lrlha··~ 
elan :113 r ... o::leded in sh1pb•11ld1ng? d) Name 3 important factors thn.~' 
ID'lBt be considered 1n dr.>cid1ng where a shipyArd shonld be b 111'£., 
e) Name an aunportant ehipb•l1lding center 1n Scotland f) In 
\thnt other ,,restern E'tropean coa1ntr1es are other lage shlpb11i.ld\ng 
centP.ra located? 
;wX'l'l'LE INDUSTRY 
·o.j~ -.fu--: r111at use 1s m11Jile of land too rough to be cnltiva.ted? b) Llst; 2 
important rnw materials of the te:xt1la 1nd11stry tha.t ha':fe long 
been raised in western r.;,,_ropeo c) In early days wha.t kind ot' clfJth 
were the English famous for? ~'ihat kinds were the people of F'lande1·· -
fsro1ous for'i d) How did rnach1nes help the woolen indtts·try'? 
~J) Explain why the wooken industry no longer scattered but centered 
ill e. few large districts. 
;::.. lJ.. · ',lhere t a England~ s woolen industry center·ed? b) Vlhy d1d big wooJ.eon 
mtlls atart in these places? c) ~here does England get most of hex· 
tr!Ool'? d) ''~hy are so many woolen mills located nea.~":" coal fields? 
~!hY i e the Champagne l"egion of Jfrance an important woolen center? 
b J \ihe.re does 'F.:ngland get the ratoJ cotton for her cot ton 5 .. ndustry? 
"'•":> 
' . 
r~ •'l'KRY 
c) '~here la the Bri t1sh cotton ind·a~try centered.? ~d) 1-t/hy did the 
cotton :tnd~tstry r:row U9 1n Hnncheatr-,r if no cot"':on r.:al'l be grown 
'in England and the raw mn.terials IDI.lat a.ll l>e imported.? p, 72-1'3 
Name the important cotton-and woole1".l-nmn,li'actqr1ng center in . 
Prance and tall why the textile industry grew '~P here .. 
A) ·dhnt le the rRJ•l material of linen thnt grows well in ~v .. EtlfOpe? 
b} Where in the Br1t1sh Isles is this 1nd1tstry impl1rta.nt? c) What. 
oa.rt of Belg1nm nnd France is lmuor•tant for the linen :i.nt111stry? 
~> ·,;3 :": ~·!hat 1\.indaof pottery a.re made in the Potteriee~ b) What 1 a the 
cl ty in the PottP-ries famous for pot tery··msk1np; called? c) Wha. t 
advant~·es helped to maJte this c1 ty a pottery center? d) \vho wa/3 
Joalah ·.\7ed~wood't e) ':lhat type of clny is today 11.sed in Stolte·-. on-·· 
'l'rnn t? f J \-!here do they get 'this type clay? 
1 , • • · ; ,lhy did the oottery indnetry remai.n in Stoke-on.,.rfrent? b) 'There 
~a tableware made in France? c) 1:lh.11t tyoe of clay is fo!lnd in 
the Netherlands? d) What ia it used for·~ 
~ 1 ~~ r 1G i l '•11=::ST'Sl~N ~UROPE 
.. -· - .. - - ~ Q. - _ .. _ 
\! ._) ;, }l. ·" J .L 1\ t'{y 
~:- rtl 1: fhilJ. - rich ao1l !'rom 'tthich many crops can be r.?.ide::'l G 
' 
1 0l cat"~;lfP cattle raised mainly for meat,. 
"It •y cattle .. cA.ttle ra1sed mainly !'or dairy prodllci~s(m;.lk., butterJP.tc 
1 ,}td i..ll-e farmin.g ·~ In areas of dense ooptllat1on, farmers must make ev'Sr, 
precio\ls acre ot: land yield as mne11 a.s oossibl$~ No aoll. is 1.,a~t. 
-JT'ous D.."'e plnnted rte;ht. to t;he edge of the l'Oa.tto~ no fenc .. s 
~ b 1 t;. .. bi!!<' ~nse thH S1)<-i.Ce vcmld 'b; "Vm RtC:::cL. 
, • it,,, ., ~r;.-u. ~ ~ n1 a • .:;ed lr !'t:.tl '. thtt t p.;r r~rr. tl1.1.''0'lCrl ti1f' n tlr' H 1.1 1,. ·~7 •• 
.. B'.,.J. 9.f~P of 1 o.•l.Hml j,n t'ol+.h,;rn f•rn ce ~Jh.iah .ts on£ l t.w: 
ttn•i·; .ft-:rt."~L !ct"·r,1 rre a of t ... word 
.,t:· ..... 1 ~ t;(1'lf~l e r-.. •i rt) ~ .... o t.:lltf, : .. • ~,!~ ' 1 -!,,.. .. 
l~ r t ~ 
e !.!.~Ei!_"lfft_ Vocabula.!:£ 
L ~shing _ _!1.ankf.! 
~" Doggeno _Bank 
INDUSTRIAL WESTERN EUROPE =· IV ( CONT o ) 
~ shallow areas in the sea which are the best fishing groundso Here 
the eunlight reache3 down to the bottom of' the ~ea and plant8 g~ 
which are feeding grounds tor the fi&ho 
~ famous fishing bank in the NOrth Seao 
)c. .f':l..slrl.ng ccmmunitie:s- regions where most of the people make a ll:ring by f'ishingo 
~·' il't"egular coastUne- coast has many harbors, bq and inletao Thirs is an a.dvan1Wcg\"J to'l' 
fishing and tradinge 
5,, ]?_rlt~~ 
6" d!"CWn~ vall!f~ 
IL eured fish 
""' peninaull.a in nol"thwestem Franoeo. 
o$> valleys which years age were above sea level, sunk and the l!>l©ean 
nowed int.o them forming small be;ra 01" inlettto 
... thoa things that a boat or ship carr:l.eso 
"" method or preaerri.ng (keeping) fish by drying or salting" 
Po 81 = a) \ihy have the people of western Europe been tiaberman toft' csnturl.ea? 
b) Why is the North Sea good tor fishing? 
p" 82 = a) What fish are caught in the North Sea 0s banka? 
What :ls a famoWI bank here? 
b) In what parts ot industrial weatem Europe do we t'ind tishing ccmmurdtie~S? 
@) What are tbe acmmtagea of an irregular coastline to fishing? 
d) Tell about the quaint fishing villages or weatem Eul'@peo 
Po 8) '=" a} Tell how fishing ia cazoried on u a large-seale ind.uatll"Y' hereo 
b) Tell how all fishing ~ties are alike .. 
©) tofuy did ma~ timing peoples becane traden on the sea als@? 
d) How did the Dutch prepare the fish they had to trade? 
-INDUSTRIAL WESTERN EUROPE= IV' (CO~o) 
!~i!l!~ Vo©abula_fl - Conto 
So £!!.Ol~Umate ©NptJ ~ crops that will grow well in areas of cool, rainy c1.imate, lik~ 
oats, rye and barley o 
9o livestock 
~~~- PAG:ffi 7S=80 
"" farm animals raised for the prcduota they giveo 
- a farming metbod by which a farmex- does not. gX'IQ¥ the Aame ~-:~p y~Sn~r 
after year in the same tJ.eld, but inatead changee the ~rop'-' gNfrfing 
different ones in different ordero This aaves the soilo 
... the solid part ot the beet lett when t.he j'Uiil:e is ext:rra~ted" 
Po 1$o = a} What are some of the natural conditions tha~G attect farming? 
b) What are the natural conditione ot westem l~urope that made it a grea:~, .ta~m:l.ng 
area? 
c) Name some ot the abundant crops raised, ala«, name some ~r the anim.w li."aitti~do 
6 Pn 76o = en} \'lhat. do we oaU the farming carried on in Vct1'7 denael¥ populated area~? 
~ b) ~lain hov the farmers or western Europe cart7 on thi~a type of farmingo 
c) Besides taming, what induatries do the tamers carry on? 
p .. , 11o "" a) \fllat natrual conditions are necessary tor raiaing v:l.ntelf' wheat in ".<fea'item 
Europe? 
b) weyo can wheat be raised in eaatem &\gland? 
p., 1Bo <-=> a) What region or France raises much wheat? 
b) What eondit.ions favor the raising oi' wheat here? 
©) What kind of farming accounts tor the high yields or wheat g~n in N'ethe,;>land~ 
and Belgi'Uift? · 
d) Why is so much wheat imported into Netherlands and Belgiu:m? 
~) Name. J important grain crops raised in SUtlltTlttra too cool a:n.d rainy f@r ::·ldaing 
wheat.. 
Po "f9o = a) Frcm what continent were the first potatoes brought ~ Europe? 
b) W.hat oount17 is well sui ted to raising potatoes in :ID!lrope? 
©) Name at least 4 usee for the pot.at®o 
a) Why ianut sugar canegrown in westem Europes· 
b) Where m the people of western Europe ~t mc·st of thd.ll" &\tgar? 
©) llw d@ the farl.'nem or western Eul'@pe get hi@:h yields in augar b~w? 
d) Th:m ©&n the farmer of sugar beets ga~ even lligher pNti ta !~ them:? 
" 
' 
.. J J \: '! 
I.' 
...... ~1 .. : 1-J .l ;.P ~ ·rr-:e Jler~ch:-jnt n1c:-r·inF-' of4 Pt C0 1 1fl~:r~y rrler:.n.s :iJ .. 1 the 
~-&.( 1 G>,t~Je. t~ .. _i..!1t fly th.e ~E'la~~j .. of th21.t co 1ntryo 
r" 1.I! ~J(t_t··t S : ·ooc.c tl1r1t n:.re 1J!~0'1f"ht i.nto A GOJJn lr':V.:. 
f >. .. nurtE: t ~-rH_·l.s ~hr~.t n~ce Bt'Ll~o~.)ed o;;_t of A. C;0' 1 ntry~ 
::, :.e;Jl.us gooc~n - whr>n n co•mtry oroci•,cr.,s •nore voods than it can •1se C:'t 
r1o;:H-;, the PX:ttTl. o.r sqrpl•JS p-oods <-l.re shloDeci to ::inrkets aLL over Horlr 
fo~·cL - :-3. s~•A.lloF place ol.n '~ river 1-:hcre horsps and DeODle can WI"' de RC:l'OP 
1
'., ~:ocks - Rrtlf'J.ctnl lJasins linj_ng a rivPr and connP<.:tf'cl to the rivPr ~>•:\.t' 
doci;.;.;, ::.>hion 11nloed nnd lor;.d cnrp:o nt these docks ... 
;·; <·-r:-·"t~·i t tr•.),]p -~ 1 r-:or;P '"';f r; PQi'f11 r·r rl~nr·l-1' n(l' ·nore ·th·>n itn ,·J1.•Tn ;)l"OQ>Jct:.:;' 
• ~\~ ~ .. ,._ . -1.<. J J~. C·.-·l._ I,. f" - .I ,J_. J . ,_ . ..,.., ..J t·;- · .; .. r .. J. ._j ·~ -
bqt h2ndl:i.nv the ur•o;-!_11cts of otner COIJrltY'J.e.s n.s ,,rPllc 
crnaJ. -··An ·-;rt~.fJ.cm.aJ.;,vatPnvPy or chr·nnel 11sed to connt<>ct two 1nq·pr 
hoc.Hes of '·.·utr>r,. 
u H~j '•/hy did Ind:;str1al ··,Jr·str>J .. n 1~llrone i!t<>Corne A. center o:f i•JOrld trn.dr<' 
F;4: r~.) :'m-,' 1ru•ve is tv<'>Rtern r,'qrone 1 s i:lerchnnt marine? b) '·,Jhnt p·otxis 
OOPS '•'PStern ~'1:!."01)8 PXl)Ort'? ':!hat fOOdS does She imoort? 
'c) •.vhn.L llftO lP.nE to the s•1rn1ns !toads r)rod>1CP.d in vJestern !<'nrope'i 
d) No -olnce in Hestern r;;,1rope i"s :norp thHn a fF>w b•1nrJred mLl.F-~3 •':;·.:::,• 
tre copst. Bow is this an adV8ntare in trnde? e) ~hat other ~~t~: 
J>?P.ys F;re hel')fl1l j_n shJ.·')olrw goods across 1<IestP.rn '-:-:'.lrope? f) >-·Io•.' 
J':ler3 l,•TC:3tP-nn r.:.:rcme' o coastline helpct' g) KRme 5 seaoorts ot' '·J"'S~ eJ·n 
,:'-ytQ"")O -.-~--('":-"- ... rlo I"'! r;-f)" ·t-he 11!"'\V.]~~~c r··rr"!.1:1+ps"!t Y'\or·te 
:,,_ : .... , ;,,:,J'..,~c'.-< n.!Ti.lll, u •• '"-''· .u. '-'. _r.;nt, __ ., • '-' "'' 
~~ 5 -· F I 1 T ' -~ '~ :.; ';.' l~!:- ~~ I\'I( ~3 I 
?iY-\.T OF' I.0ND()N: London l s not onl_v· tl'!e c:n.nl tnl r.Jf the ~3r:\. t.i sh 
';'r::·Jirco, '1t r.tl.Ro P. c~ntr?r o1f! ~·lOrld (1) , ""he :.k1nrtns 1onp.- rwc 
fC'iDd it easy to ford the_ (2) __________ qiver; wl--:epe London nor.•J stn.n6:::~. 
L:· t Rr the:v 1)•111 t a _._l~~..) __ nnd ,g V111.<we rret~r l]T) hAre. t .cndon 5 b 
b ~1lt c'..b0>1t 50 milee. f'.ccn the :iiO>,th or (4.) of the 'Hlr~rner.: 
r:'l-1,, 1'hnr1"'" 1:)]" v•py. cn~~·j-< C~<' ·' nt~ t. ho (b r:.,-) -(.)~8~"--~--fr-;;-;;;;-·t· lY.'nt~o n:..r· qp'' 
.t.! :..-..._. -~·-' r, ..... ~ \.- -.·-· • .. _, "vJ.. ....... 0 ..l ...;\.) , ...... ~-.--· -~ n.' , .. .:_ .... f.: .. {..l. J- t-~'\A...J. t.. --.; -.-C~. 
o. b6 ·-· 'i'l':e Thwnes has nnny ____ 1.?) ___ b'1il t alonside so the rj_ ver will not 
~eccme ovPrcrowded. Jesides trade, London is also VPry imoortant 
for the __ _j_.':?l_ _____ cnrried on 1.r.ri thin the city .. 
LIV'"HPOOL Li'r·roool is 1oc.'1ted on the (8) coast of 
r.~ngland on tl:.e est 1ary of the ___ (j)J ______ Hi~- Larre~ shi os m11 st 
nr··j_' f'r.·r 11 I rn \ ;. ·"'or~ ont·...,r·i ...,,., +1-,o do"'l"S hore J ·1. V""I'DOO.., oo·n-.;c~' Ac::. l1 "Y~ ... ·-·-·~'--:U ..... ~--.. -~e.t e: '·"" . \"'";' -~.J...4.1t) \J~;.t:-: "''": \..i ~ ~ ... .... ; ... l-; , .. L ~ w:.~ ·~ b 
E:~ s~Je .;J.c:.lly thp ll1J _____ 1no.'1 s try of r1anchester J nnd tne_j_l_g_; __ 
ir'd'l ~n.;ry of Birmingham,. 
::w ·~r:•·",....'r'iDbJ:·~ · -qottsrd<:3.m is n se.-:;:-oort of the coqntry of _j_l~).--·----
It ~Lc sit"fl.ted on the :l0'1th or trH' (1-"±) . ;uvc~r on the (J.f;) '•-::' 
··~ott'" r·drun c:s rTi e s ,.., r2 A 1P.rve ( 16) ----·-- t:r·ade from G-errrmny n r12f"·()~Cr.r.c-· · 
r.;o~· n t.cl e s cf ( 17) r.;:rn•one, -AJ.arve nart of Hot terclarri;::; 'L.::>1r r; 
<:>1 ,,e s f:r'ol~l forrru~--r-J;·~-=t.ch-=-_LlfLL ____ . neaP rca stern A sa ,. ( 1 s) LJ. s t sor:- ?: 
('f. ··t.he t~n:)i~cel '5~-:ncJ. ~"~ts 'bx~c>:l(~.rlt 5.nto ~otterclnn1. 
\ ··p .. 1 ""-~11~- "· .. r1 .. M __ (:;··-- {'"'.l- ... .,....t-3·'1 ,., ~ -f'J.~h-!n-r v·i]'1~cro CJ1 -t·ho .'(')(''\ 
.ill ;.)l - ·.~1-\,Y•: ,'··~l!!bVPJ·~:-:Url. ::;;)~·? . .>. ftt a~~ ....... L\::- . .i~L t· ____ ,_r·t.r~· ) H .J..t·_, ___ \_!.~:.l.. ... l ..... 
rr~ :rtl.~'{ o·f t]··_~{'.l st::_nr:":.:ts nf' /\:nster,(le.r.n n.~~·\e --~----(_21)_.,. _____ ~ Becnt188 it '\!l!nG 
# r1ot s·i-;·!··rrtr:'l(l on tl1e s-::·s:~_., /~tnstr~~r(i·1rn 1)11ilt F:l. c1P.r:D CR~nal to connec:~t ~"1-~~s 
(l~d. -.lt-,,-~,.)(Jr~ r~.k5.:~ ,·rj_J-h 1~~-~;.:; (2~2) :\nother~ lnter•Ast~Lnf incll,St?:~y 
c·- l~r·~LPCi. ""'rl 1n ;\ms.~:t:'l "'d:·l'i! 1 .. 8~---·-.. ·- L!:!;3-T -·-.. ·-·--· __ -:. 
AN'J.,.·;r;;:r-, ~~nt'·if;>i:'·o 1s ;~ltliHtP.d on. the T24) qivPr. It is con·· 
iWCtecl to otht<>r 2.a:rgA riv,rs by (25)_:=-..=:-·-~-·It shr..res t.he 
~J:::·;c,Je: sht·:ped from :'cntral "7.:•Jrou~ ,,11th the ·:)Ort of ( 26) 
H 88, ; I 3T T.t:r;: ? ~or;;.; C'T'S G T.Vrt:N ..,ND:<Tl. <t::..:~ 
.-. ... • .:'.!..... ,·'.) ,.""', '{1;··\·.:)r:'\~::. ,...-...1 t;-, ! tr r;· D('1 t">'f.."" \.. ).::"'·!.;'_. '\ '" .l '.:;',.. ..::__J ___ '-~::,. __ :..~~~:_::__."·- I 
_! I' .• )v ,.,r .! ;---~I , ..... 
~\J_:_~·;1~ l_C· :--~- ~--i: ~tT' , '.r r _§ r:• 1~~~11-~ ~- r~.Q£~ 
_y_o c .~\1bJ.~.!;0_:rr: 
L nn.tlJJ'P.l bc~tndo.r:·tes - th;::;se are ulv~r-e c:· .. ,-' -.:D~ir(: T'Y J.c:; EH>.t ~:t'·" -~':..•om P.l·YLher 
"iJ~l "i'l£1.}~-t of tr1e r1:1t 1 "~.rRl P11\Iir•t">n~-~if)t1t l.t·)_~·J r .. )~:,·~J·if18, ;-_~ _ ·rer·(~} 8•['-~,.-,~ 
'---- ~)>11·~~.cc~.l ·Pnt;n(in.l--aies - tl1ese -~~r·, 1.J.c.r.:E 1_, )c·,J..ln ..... :- J ,p-t~~~.·~-(~~3 tl .. l~ ~~·(J~'2 : 
1 lD t!./ A.f~cee:.!Pl"l~s t1et·J; (-~en. \,r--- ... C(H1~l ""'J.f)t 
}~ ~ 0 1 :r·ir·t~ ... ~ oeo9J e v·isitinr-: n.r:c1 t_..,rv·c;~ ': "";:-· ~} 1,.,; "'i}:~ :c, .. ~,..~.' ... c r: \..j0'7rl'ti'".it·e 
rit.;rnoe~.,Pei(!t3- coqnt'ri..,les r.~itl'l tti····) t~rr'e tJ r· ()'Vr=~rL~.··· 'l ~ . -.iJ_(':) ·e ()t1 )Y)lt? nr'1e · .. ·-. 
tO l""L?.:te thc_.)!r• O~V[! 1.f1\·~rs flnd crl00~:'=:' ~'"',;:tr 0' 1 1"1 .._~!"1-.,d:~L;f·, f:}·l(-~ .._;r.~.tnd ~-\:~ _1,(:;~ 
L C r. C~ PiliOC~!<'1C;.~ ~ 
n >.L l_t~!.caJ .. a:: ·v~Lc.it)( ~ ;:."ll"J PreA 0f l.:lr.~.d t~ n.t ·1 s .!.·11.' ijn...-J.er~ c·fl-~ O\,Pl'.L1lfuC 
t' \(),f~.i0i1V\'"a.1th. of I'J8tions ~>· ilH--l'Hles tl1e ~.n.'t;;._' r.Jn(·dOr'l ."'nG thr do l'.Oll>J 
·( '1·1:1i.nj.cms- l8.Y'fi'e colord.es of r.::rwlRnd ''-'hicl.1 ·rn?r.:c•mf~ Belf··t .. nVp,rnlnr,· col.CdJ.< 
~hey qrp still closely tied to G~eat brit~in 
r::cmvned cc.ast ~ a COP.st 1.·JJ-1ere L'lA.ny :lnlets c;xt,~nd. :Crorn t:"• sea dc-o·) l:Yl,•) t 
tl12 lrt!1d.; ,g;ld ... ttP.ny· l.s.lc:.nds frii1f=..e tf1e eortGt~. 
·~ :.:.•llast -- '.lh.en o. ship cnrries r.. load of 1,-,orthlct:c m;,tt:?rial lLtJ~ ···Jo.t:. o .. · 
sn.l t water, it J.s sa1d to be· trave:U.np· Hl bc:.llast '''fie '·Jol"t'1Lese 
careo uakes the s:-Ji:) r1de i:.rell thrO'if'h the uatPX'c 
o ~~o·1ling stations - oor·ts at \vhich coal C."!n be bollrht for rt~f ;eJi:lf>· 
::C:J.ts- early <)80>)le l\rho 11ved in the BritiGh lD1es nefore the :nvr:ts:1.onJ, 
·'.c<)ub1ic o:f Ireland ~· SOilthern nRrt of IPeland. ,·!h.\.crl V.J1 thc.r-eh fro n t.he 
· ·-~~ommom·1eal th of Nations fc)r complete self'·~f ov?rnrao.nt .. 
J•Jf>~ lm·.J, s'·.ramoy n.ree,s, 
pw ~~ · ·e. snongy rnaterJ.al IJade from ciecr:.yc;cl plants R'lci ·;:ro0es - '1'"-' HJ.:.y 
foqnd in l)og:a~ rrr~.e Irir.h :)e0018 !lGe :· .. t foJ.• :filGl .. 
klrc · e.notner name for the ;\ep~J-~"Jlic oiU. I.ceJ.n.ncl. 
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: .. \J'l'.[()~! .. ;. Ci~~·~r..:·I~·;.,r~s 'r:.ir; O~/TLil\iE 
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. slrs a location favorable to defe"";. ::;:'7 
location favorahle to tre.dA? v, ··~hy 
:2 ~ ~ ~t1 of 
' s c:c • .nl. 
,. ~ ~: t fl, ~ J .. ,. ,.. s 1. ,: .: B :r., j .. t ·1. sh 
. l ~J1D"H'tttr:~ i1~",; . [" ~-
~etc'~i.•cn to tnP :3ri t!.sb? 
2· 1} :!.n •\·:·t:lt oth\?.r re::-o n-·cP; I' • .( ."~ ~ .. .; ·~ s.... .;. ... , ' 
.~ 2H'\.!\...:.? 
., '·:Ly ::r-e t. 1'e Ir:.~;b mainly Gc•ltic ~no . .._'··trT.r ~ l"..Jm ;··,r~ .-.··it.i'·hi 
t:) ·.· y _,·•,-:-, ~,·,_-.•,e.re _)_, ........ .. . • . ' r . _ ~~ · . ··)o l 1 "1 c::~ ;.. ,, ..:. v .i. s .L n n ~3 .l. n .... 1 <: . .:. rh~ . 
, . ..) - r::-:.e oco"1etio.!. of ::-elr.u1d :i.F· -----~----·----
b) 
. \ \_; J 
<i) 
e) 
"'I l i 
)/, - Cf' ) 
< 1. • 
·1.1 
i 
' 
( 
i 1.1 
J ! 
't:" 
;he B 1Cf'1.ce of IrP1~:.nd is rwq, ed br~cn11se of' .tn ··--- --· _10'1f ,.1, o 
·~o r1ake "P ··or the Lack of coal; the Iris}-: 118£ ··-- --"-· ·--~ __ . 
';'i'1p '~werald Is] P has ('OOd bright fTePn r:-rR.<::\8 1; 'CP. u::e of' tJ:·.p 
climate, 
rSe chTef o~Dntion G:f thr; Irish is 
'l'hr; main crous l"E:ti sed pre __ , fll1D. 
-·------' -- --- -----·- ---
'rhe Irlsh nlso raise finA _ , -------- ,,_. _________ _ 
in '·Jorthrrn IrP.ln.nd is n n l;n~JortAn"t '-':~1 nh1t .1.d inF G"'J'1 
in Irel~nd is R b1sy seanort Rnd canl~aJ a: t~f 
'7-tepllhlic of Ireland which is oooor;t te thf· ~.n:l,RtrJ.al ,~.,nter of' 
---··-- ln C::ng-land., 
_______ , ·------' -"'nd _______ are sh}. 01JPa f'···orn ])11hlin to :. fHlc.~-tP~ ~· r 
' .• ;~ ,_' ) qv 
- -----;_. ,:~ - m·?l ted rock tltnt l)OlJrs from volcanoes. 
~ucl· /;1-,::;:.:; -~ t)<~rt of the AlDs rRDf'"P. t'il'lt Pxtpn(1r:; into T•'r•:-.nce. 
; ~.·-.· -· n. f"I'P.at lee sl;ent tr'r>t ·.-:oves slo,<!.y lroJTl hir·h. l;1no to lowLnnd 
- ~~~'1e JJ·inate · clii!lnte of' '"HI'llt s ''TI··c•e"S A.nd miJ.d ~.vir,ters ·.eca·1Sf' ... he .. ,_._.~-:'f 
:f'ro~1 the AtJ.antic 1.-larm land - fonnd 1n ~"!eBter-'n F'rence 
',, inP.n':~R) cli•nate .s:. cli·Tmte of WRrrn 1:; l'::!ners n.nd colt~ Ninters - fo•1t1C1 1.r1 
~entral Pnd eastern Frnnce. 
F' .• tt"'rr•anean ClirnR.te ·- ,:;limnte Of hot , r}ry 6"!'1'1if>rS 'd1d rn.ilo .~.•niny "l• t, "E, 
t'c;:nc in SO'J.th &A stern Frllnce .. 
''1. ;::.~.tants - oeonle livlnf ln 0 revion are t~'".A inha113.tants oft''" rf~< · 0.1 
,-,t;"'c c,.~ ()(~ , .... _,:u.,\'""::"·,.-._)1_._'. mlT-J,'i', l~.·,'_"''_i'.D"'"" 1 (~~ .• .1.~_,1TS~.\:'~_.P,···~ . 
• r~\..c ''-' •. .-"± ~c,., · · - • 1 - - :~ "'• ( tl"P.0._Jil1f, 'tr11._1·i.nt') 
A) Fr,qnce bas nP.tqrf:tl ndvFtntegAs fo-e• fn.rnl.nv ~ n?rnfac: :..;n~ln{', ;:-nc1 -~ 
b) France 1 s fe vorabl e heloed hPr lye orne one of i Le 
(Teat tr'·Hling .::o•.l.ntries ··0f tr1'A '.·orlcL ( clir:u=-Jte, 1 ocation) 
c) Cn the :::entral .i->l;:teau, the re;nnins of ---·--------------~_( se&, volc.1 '1C..e •. 
tuive the nl;-)_tea•l n soD .. , {fertlle. chEJJ.'\.:f} 
---------- ' 
c .. ) On tlie r•ltcFed lnnds of the \ r d ea11 Plateau, :•lr· ny d1 ff' F>rr.mt ty ot: s d 
~l~..,e C'Jltl' vnt,.,d ( f 1 O\·•cr· " ,_Y>cc-."') 
--- -•- .- 0. '-' ~ I.. \'\;: l:.J/ l1<# • • :,LUJ 
'l) A ~)OO!lla.r _____ __ center is located ln f'rench .~los (toiJ:r."'] .. st, :.c.u.·;c L ~<' 
.f) "!estern Fr:;nce. lln.a n c l irnn.te. (' .r>c.H terrAnPc.n, n.:rinP) 
£", ·le find A climn..'t-P in Cf'ntral ;lncl e;l!·3tprn F'!:'R!'C,-", 
( continente.l ;-:nP..l""J.ne) 
::, In so11thern FPAnce tr;_pre is A. clJ.r'\ntFJ (-r,:,rine 1 "'·d:LtP"t~ l~c· 
i.; .~H: nfall is . in :F'rance (\'3ell-distr1b·Jt:"d Pn'-".i:''SP) f't:C~,, 
~h~rt:'l RJ:'r' n·o-· .. ----·--- in t•Jestern F'rDnce. (1owlRri'ls rJ:)'JJ1t.:li!l', 
j · ,>,r.:a ·sr f:7'r!'-lnce hr.:;s r:i''nY nn ' 'lrt=Jl t)O'Hldaries, -n,~r DPODi."' '''f~, -~ 
.'-:J" (rr'OR1"'r·tec1, 'lnit~~d) · 
1 \ 
' 
•t F'l"r->nch 0P00lt> t~i"'e 8l1f-''lf'E7.6. in. -------· f'-,r· ~ '1 '.)'!l ·r"l ,· c r 
{ h.~·(>\ j. r,cr ·PC) r r i 'Jir) 
' • '( # J..... ··--.1 t 
... ') ~ 1, r - ;;... 'Y -: • I ( , ... c• 1 I 
.., _.., -- ..,.....,. , - I 
,'\ "t: '. .... , l ~..:, :_1 I'\ - { i.iJ 
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CONTe 
m) France 1.9-cks the natnraJ. reso~JrfJ~ of ( eoal. 1X"on) .. hut 
haf:i large snp-plJ.es of -·~---·~_(coal r iron);,in Lorra:i.nee . 
n) Beeid.ea the he:;nYy ma.m1faet•1rlng of Frrr-uH~e. 'the F'rerwh ma::.tke smaD. 
h:l.[~h·~·qtiali ty orodn®ts liJ?t:e ---~---"~ -~~"'-~J nt0e1 x•a.11 a;>, glov.:H~) 
o) Paria begs.n t")n an ··~·--·~·"=-~-~--~~1o1£tnd,. pen5.~t£mla; 
p) Hos'r. of the food ased :tn Paris ts ·-----·~-~~·-··-~-'\importf;c1; home~·grm.rn) 
q) Many types of_~ .. ,·~ ... ~~··conneet ?a:r'~a "..vl.th.. the other C()Uf;.t.riee oi' 
Europe., (bu:lldings:, tre.nsporta·ticm) . 
:r) Thi9 eh:l:.~f' ind11ctry of Pe.r:l. s i ~ ~-~=~~- ... ~,-- .. ~·_(steel makin~i' > dri:HJB dasi!l,'P?· i 
s) ~rhe F'renGh hava made -=)all over ~~he 1!fO:r.>l.!.L ( eat;hed.x~al~ll colonies)' 
1;) The Freneh ~arry on a. lar,e trade in ~-~~-~-~~-.,_1;;1'~1 tude \ 
products from Fren~h landa scattered. O'ver tht!'J earth,\ middle;, lOY;T 1 
mf:.i.l}!!JAVi, NElJ.,Hgfi.LANDS: LIJXE1V!BO!JRG: RH!N1~ RIVt-~R VJ\LLEI 
V 0 C.;:~.B Ul.ARY 
f' -7·~~o~a =· l.a.nds reclaimed from the sea by nwJ.,\pifl.(;' the water- off the Land. 
2. z.nidel' Zee = large lnlet extencat~.r, lnto t.he NethPl"'lands-· most of the 
land in the ;~alder Zee is being reclaimed for farmin~G ,., "g!outh Se1a~1 
'3 li.'}f.l.€;~fiO = bean fl ... om 't'i7hicl1 coe~a and chocolaJ;e tJrc made:; grown in tr·opi.r.'la 
1: hya¢inth = fl0\:181" gro;,m j_n detherlands for it lmlbe to t)e sold el set<rher~-, 
5,. hyd:'l'oelectriE:: powe;. ... ~- eleetz•it.;} po\Pn~r made :from fc:.tst flow of '\'.77=-.ter 
6 site - a location 
17 delta ·- lands at the mouth of a river·~ nade by mater:ta.ls ea.rried alon~~ 
by the :r·:l Vel'; and. dx•opped at the mo1.rth ae l"i ver ~ntered the o~o1ean. 
Bl.LLGJJTM AJ'IJD · ~rHE Ni!~THERLANDS 
p, §9"'.::--ar·=m;:ywere-Beiiiilm and the Netherlands onee called tbe 11 LO¥i 
Co\urt:r·i<'H!.i'? n b) Hovtl did the people ovor~om0 and pt!t to LH.h3 thei! 
nac~tPal env1ronment1 ~) vfh~t .2.s a ·oo10.er? lf!.) In '1ru1t t;h:..nee ~'i'a.;ye 
do t.h.e people tlse eanal.s'? e) What has b.t:mprmed to the Zu5.d.er Zee? 
·.mo -· a) ~IThat ~ type of -ooottlation do we flnd in l~elgi~t.m and Nethe:rlandt.f? 
"-.......- b) How has thf.l sea helued these people'? e) 'Viha1; type of c:limate is 
found hf!lre? d) t~hy have the Dnt®h always been t.zoa.ders? 
,_.:.. .. 101. a) Hm.; do the eolon.:te9 of these ~onnt riEHJ help them? l)) \fua:r. t;rp~ 
of fa.:r1nlng ia carried c:trl? c) ~ .. Jhat other oc•.:mpatio£Hl ar13 ca:t,ried 
on ln the lo,!rlan.da'? d) In #che I .. ov; Countx':tee hm1 do most of ~he 
p~ople ma...\r.e c:;. liYin.g? 
_p 102 .,. a} In the Netherlands J i•Ihere do they get their raw ma:terial o? 
h) \Plha.t :te the:t.r maln aonrce of power? (t} List the manufac,gt,u•ed 
n:r.•oducta l.')l"Odllreed.,. 
d) \~here do the Belgiane get their .raw materials? a) Liat their 
ma.n.ufactu.red prcduc-tiL 
f) \'lha.t :ls Belgi.um 11 s largetlt city? r,) '\1/'hat is '!}he Hag11e famous for'? 
L UXIDr'!l-}0 lJ FUJ 
P::w2::)J)3'~L:J.et the dlsadv·antages -vrhieh Luxembourg muat f'a.Ge because o:e h,~r 
n.a:&:,,,.ral environm<:>ntG Is any indnstry car·ried on he.~."'e'f 
RHINE RIVSR VALLEY 
:p-:; lo3::io5··~Namethe 5 sections of t;he Rhine :!-ti".rt:;:r Valley and g1 ve a shor , 
description of ea.eh, 
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An Jt~: •.::p-tl,:- ··;:.H: .. ;-ll'.t· f' !' • •at. advr.n••"'":~ t, ~-
!~o~t of he L 1,.- or •. ~, • ··t~',.r'li'l.dr:: J.r; 1cud b '··. t:: 
ln. tl''(~ ln.l~-tud. K1n{r1c;l ... ,h ,,, pr.· r1nly ·vtJrJ count..•l r 
.· . 
Ir. tntr- T'1 • r.·. :r. lu::.f';s \;")._-- ... · ! 6. -:0 )Jl.' t. ::.ol. r'1 "· '1 '• 
'.;be l:ot.:ll:i.< ¥:· b<:Ji;h, en 1r, ·1• • ··:rJ l\o~·thtrn. ..l:n-.J.nrJ ,, 
:'at ..,.r .::. t ·, ' : • l-, r._ 
l,R<·lt"..ne 1:1·;!=~ r ~ ft~'t'l\:.· t· ·1 
The ca.r-J.tr.~. '~ 1 ;lc H·;pt•1:,~ ' ~rPlR.nd \s B• .. lfn.E't. 
'fnp Hhtnf.;'o..rPr' ) : ~h ).~. L .,... or,a' 
Host of tD.c (.'J .1·::··-~- -~• ot 1, ,r.;'t ln.l \\1Pstel'l! Europ..._ 
tin1~ l1elcl .,,~Pjt ... ,-::rJVl•tr;.r t. {.,.,Otc•r ·1 ~~=:. in otft~c oal"'t ... n •)'! t r 
wor~.cL 
I. s t.ht- caoJ. j'jti.i uf Vt-? r r ' r, :~ ~ nt:-1c m 
. ___ ·- •. iG "_P- .d ·!·eolBimf~C: -r •. 11 trlt- ses 
..... !g;L:..:.!ld. '1·· s on::atnd fi'•·n.: i.'.:··1"~nC"' b] ::·:., __ 
i a mad.~ ,'1'0 :1 L he r" i 1.' ...... · t ... l'll "!'] A.'i"---~~· 
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'tl • j fl t<tc ).i.. t•H"'fl ovAr in indu~~tl'J i>t 
11r.v•3 tt~er"" ·~;.:-~·f· r;:, I~":i~~.-._ r.-~ -;·IHlt"'~-~~ of •1f 1-1-=.rvl 
•a n 0ven ~snd for ~q~lr~ ucttcy. 
a:1 i --~ -·-- aru "'xuc rt ,J u~o-:1 I rtt- Lcll'<. t..) J:.r 
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L n1on 
fl. Belgium 
b~ France 
:·:r H sele 
4, r'aria-
~ , )qblin 
c. Northern Irel~nd 
d~ Netherlands 
eo 8ngle.nd 
6o Belfast f, Ireland 
? lA'lnchester 
9 . Gl Fl. sgow -=~ 
9 ,, Ro'Gterdam 
1 o ~ stoke-·on·=Tren t 
1 Ind•1 etria.l '.Je stern E11:r'O'Je 1 s B. region of 
(denser. S"Xlrae) 
_____ uo•qlation, 
.~, lnd·lstrlal 1iesteL'n Sq:t'ODe 1 s a or sea.~infl•1er~ccc. 
:r·ep-ion,_ ( lnten si ve) continent::J.l) .:w.ri time) 
,.~ People ~~01.,;{1.r1g tu1d livin~~ inn city are cr:ll~d ______ peoule 
( r,,ralQ 11rban~ .n.gr1c'1l'tttrrll) 
"· A. \vide dPP.'O raoqth of a r1 ver where the ocean enters :\.n, nncl \.,hi ch 
makes a f'1ne, de~p hrtrbor is called ~n __________ , 
( dockr eatnnry ~ ~;older) b~ . ~and reclalmed from the sea is called • 
( ooltlers, drm<~ned vn.lleys » ~ne:~~t) --~ 
6~ Western France has a climate. 
(::ectiterr~neanp -contin"'ntal» marine) 
? , England, Scotland, "~;vales t a.nd Northern Ireland 'lake llP the 
____ "____ . ( Bri tlsh Isles 0 Com.nonNeal th of Nntion.~ 
united Kindom) 
C., ~n nreq of l~nd all 11nder one government is called ~L ~-~:-----
---,..--· ( deruocrR.cy ~ ooll tical d1 vision~ continent) 
9 ~ 'I'he type of government Nhere Deo;:>le elect their m..m r1,lers and 
make their mm lR,,Js ~ s ca.lletl. e 
{democracy, k1 ng'do"r\, cC>lon"y) 
10 .. ---~~--· farming is earried on in ""'ndnstrial 1rlestern Ehropr 
('T'ennnt~: PlantP.tion, Intensive} 
11, rrne trade ships of a coqntry 1-:hich fly the flr;,g of that co"ntry 
ma.te 'i.D "Ghe " 
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rmv materials r.1nd f,el s.re exnmnles of mnn,,fact.,r~ l · 
( lifrh t: oot tery ~ heavy)-· 
13. The ryort of -=----- is sit JA.t.ed on the est.,Rry of the l P.!'Ge. 
River in ~:nt:rlAnd., (Rotterdam, Li ver·oo()l, London) 
are .DZX exuorted from lreland, 
-·---·------ ( ste .,1 orod,cts., chlnn 'ivr:t~e. 'lFiil''' orod'lcts) 
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15. Th~ 
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Th -. At 1 &ni.~c ~cean 1 s the 't-vorld 11 s f~rea test t.ra.de ocean., 
~ru Hon.vl .'in<! nn Gstqary in a. monntt..tin rnne;e, 
WraDce lies west of England~ 
Li:!~ry co'lntry of '.vestern E11rope has a. "!.on[~ coastline, 
..:111 plmildi ng is not irnportRnt in Ind~tstrlal He stern ~~ B-1ro-pe 
\J.,...ou rotation hel us the fRrmer t;o r::.ro•r: more crops .. 
~\r1. tt11ny 1 s :~n Belfoillrn~ 
1'hP. DOf"VGr :)unk. is where the peoule of Fr.lince sn ve thPlr ·.10n8., 
'i'r~; ,)pOrJl.P of Ind11stria.l ':/estern Ercrope hR.ve a lF:!rge s trplus 
OJ. .•• nn'.:f!:-;.cttJl'ed gooti.l.s ... 
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II. 
TEST ON UNIT ONE 
Answer the following with a t~rd, words or statement that 
will correctly finish each of the following: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
5. 
The areas of major manufactu~ing in western Europe 
are: 
Tht-ee important things to the production ot' steel 
artl: 
Some famous shipbuilding centers in industrial western 
Et;l.t''ope are: 
The western European woolen industry imports most of 
the raw material from: 
Some famous western European pottery centers are: 
III. Match those in Column t~-vo with those in Column one. 
(Put the letter '!Jeside the number on your paper) 
I II 
1. Industrial Revolution a. Birmingham. 
2. Steel district b. Liege 
). Heavy ma~ufacturing c. England 
centers 
4· Famous weavers d. Antv-;erp 
5. Iron deposits e. Ruhr 
6. English woolen industry f. Planders 
7. Haviland China g. Leeds 
8. Industrial region h. Lorraine 
9. Seaport 
10. Blast furnaces 
IV Choose the best ending and put the letter of that ending 
beside the correct numbel"' on your paper. 
1. Industrial Europe is also a great area for 
a. crops b. farming c. harvesting 
2. A favorable condition to farming is 
a. rainfall b. the ocean c. industry 
3. Another favorable condition to farming is 
a. water b. fertile c. highlands 
lowlands 4. The area around the Hash bay is called the 
a. great fins of b. Faris Basin 
England 
c. breadbasket of England 
.. 
5. A cool climate crop is 
a. wheat b. sugar beets c. barley 
6. Cool climate crops grow in abundance in 
a. England b. The Netherlands c. Scotland 
7. A crop that supplies much food from little space is 
a. grapes b. potatoes c. rye 
8. Sugar beets call for 
a. good rainfall b. sparce population -- ~ .. 
c. middle latitude climate 
v. Choose the best mean~ng and write the letter in frolll.t 
of the correct number on your paper. 
1. rural a. country b. woods c. urban 
2. kilns a. oven b. bake c. bricks 
3. kaolin a. bricks b. sand c. white clay 4. intensive a. changing b. producing c. vegetable 
5. 
farming crops large c:aops farming 
banks a. shallow b. money to c. surrounding 
water for save ocean water 
6. 
f'ishing 
merchant a. armed b. commercie.l c. navy 
marines services ships 
7. ford a. river b. inlet f::."om c. shallow water 
delta the ocean for crossing 
a. ballast a. valuable b. worthless c. full hull 
• 
cargo . load 
9. peat a. stoves b. grain c. fuel 
10. drowned a. behind b. low land c. under ocean 
• valley dikes water 
VI. Ans~er completely and in sentences. 
VII 
l. How did manufacturing with machinery come about? 
2. Why are some areas industrial and others not? 
3. Why is trade important to industrial western Europe? 4. How does farming there differ from that in the U.S.? 5. Why is the fishing industry important to injustrial 
western Europe? 
Choose one of the .follo1...ring 
1. England 
2. Ireland (Northern & 
Republic o.f) 
3. France 4. BelgiUlll 
topics 
5. 
6. 
7. 
and discuss it fully 
Netherlands 
\"Jestern Germany 
Luxemburg 
You should include such things as: 
climate industrial areas 
rainfall gpvernment 
growing season important people 
important cities agriculture 
outstanding geogx•aphical features 
important events in history 
.pil's 
Check 
JOB SHEETS FOR GROWTH IN ARITHMETIC · GRADE 6 
JOB SHEET #1 
p. 7 EX. (1-4) RDA READ, DISCUSS, and ANSWER, (RDA) with 
your partner. Only one set of answers is required. 
p. 8 EX. (1-6) RDA 
*p. 10 EX. (1-3) RDA 
p. 10 EX. (4, 5, 9) WA WRITE ANSWERS, WA (This means you 
do it by yourself on paper. You may check 
your answers with your partner. Correct 
your work and be sure to do wrong ex-
amples again correctly.) 
p. 14 Test ill and Test IV - W A 
p. 16 Addition Facts - W A 
p. 17 EX. 1 - RDA 
p. 17 EX. 7g, 7h, 8g, 8h, 9-11 W A 
p. 20-21 RDA 
p. 22 Tests ill, IV, V WA 
p. 23 Subtraction Facts - W A 
p. 24 EX. (1-6) RDA 
p. 24 EX. (13-16) WA 
p. 26 EX. (7-10) WA 
p. 31 EX. (1-6) RDA 
p. 31 EX. (8) WA 
p. 33 EX. (1-13) WA 
p. 34-35 RDA 
p. 37 Division Facts, W A 
p. 38 EX. (7e, 7f, 8e, 8f, 9, 10, 11-15) WA 
p. 39 EX. (1-13) WA 
p. 40, EX. (1-6) RDA 
p. 41 EX. (1-8) RDA 
p. 42 EX. (1-9d and e) WA 
p. 45 EX. (6-11d and e) WA 
p. 47 Top-half, RDA 
p. 47 EX. (6-7) WA 
p. 48 EX. (1-8) RDA 
p. 48 EX. (16-17) WA 
p. 49 EX. (1-3) RDA 
p. 49 EX. (11-13) WA 
*p. 51 EX. (8-18) WA 
p. 52 EX. (1-3) RDA 
p. 52 EX. (15-16) WA 
UNITS 1-8 
QUALIFYING TEST I- Test 1- Achievement Test 1- Test Booklet p. 1-2 
Teacher's 
Check 
-Pupil's 
Check 
GRADE 6 
JOB SHEET #2 
p. 54 EX. (1-5) RDA 
p. 55 EX. (1-5) WA 
p. 56 EX. (1-9) WA 
p. 57 EX. (1-16) WA 
p. 58 EX. (1-10) RDA 
p. 59 EX. (1-12) RDA 
p. 60 EX. (1-26) RDA 
p. 61 EX. (1-12) RDA 
p. 61 EX. (13-17) WA 
•p. 62 EX. (1-6) RDA 
p. 63 EX. (1-4) RDA EX. 5 WA 
p. 64 EX. (1-14) RDA 
p. 65 EX. (1-8) RDA 
p. 66 EX. (1-10) RDA 
p. 67 EX. (1-10) RDA 
p. 69 EX. (1-20) WA 
p. 70 EX. (1-7) RDA 
p. 70 EX. (13,16,18) WA 
p. 71 EX. (1-7) WA 
p. 72 EX. (1-9 Top) RDA 
p. 72 EX. (1-3d, e, f, 4-7) WA 
p. 73 EX. (1-17 - Still Harder Practice) WA 
Test 2 - (Test Booklet, p. 3-4) 
UNITS 9-11 
Teacher' 
Check 
.pil's 
Check 
JOB SHEET #3 
p. 74 EX (1-3) RDA 
p. 75 EX. (1-8) RDA 
p. 76 EX. (1-13) RDA 
p. 78 EX. (6-11b, 12-17) WA 
p. 79 EX. (1-7) RDA 
p. 80 EX. (1-14) RDA 
*p. 81 EX. (1-8) RDA 
p. 82 EX. (1-7d, e, 8-12) WA 
p. 83 EX. (1-10) WA 
p. 84 EX. (7-11) WA 
p. 85 EX. (1-10) WA 
p. 86 EX. (1-9) RDA 
*p. 87 EX. (1-6) RDA 
p. 87 EX. (13, 14, 16, 17) WA 
p. 88 EX. (1-9) RDA 
p. 90 Top of page, RDA 
p. 90 EX. (4-5) WA 
p. 91 EX. (1-5) RDA 
p. 91 EX. (12-13, 20-21) WA 
p. 92 EX. (1-7) RDA 
p. 92 EX. (11-13) WA 
*p. 93 EX. (1-8) RDA 
p. 94 EX. (5-6) WA 
p. 95 EX. (1-5) RDA 
p. 95 EX. (6-8) WA 
p. 96 EX. (1-2) RDA 
p. 96 EX. (7-8) WA 
GRADE 6 
p. 97 (Practice Sets II and IV) W A 
p. 98 (Written Review, EX. 1-10) WA 
p. 99 EX. (1-7) RDA 
p. 100 EX. (1-6) RDA 
p. 100 EX. (13-14) W A 
p. 101 EX. (1-5) RDA 
p. 102 EX. (1-3) RDA 
p. 103 EX. (13-16) WA 
Test 3. Achievement Test 2 - Test Booklet, p. 5-6. 
UNITS 12-15 
Teacher's 
Check 
~upil's 
Oheck 
JOB SHEET #4 
p. 105 EX. (1-11) WA 
p. 106 EX. (1-3) RDA 
p. 107 EX. (1-5) RDA 
p. 109 EX. (11-20) WA 
p. 110 EX. (1-4) RDA 
p. 110 EX. (11-12) WA 
p. 111 EX. (1-4) RDA 
p. 111 EX. (14-15) WA 
p. 112 (Top of page) RDA 
p. 112 EX. (2-11) W A 
p. 114 EX. (6-9) WA 
*p. 115 EX. (1-5) RDA 
p. 115 EX. (7-8) WA 
p. 120-121 EX. (1-5) RDA 
p. 121 EX. (10-14) WA 
p. 122 EX. (1-5) RDA 
p. 122 EX. (10-12) WA 
p. 123 EX. (1-10) WA 
GRADE 6 
p. 126 (Self-Help Tests 1 and 2) WA 
p. 127 EX. (1-10) WA 
Test 4 - Test Booklet, p. 7-8 W A 
*p. 128 EX. (1-5) RDA 
*p. 131 EX. (15-18) RDA 
p. 131 EX. (19-22) W A 
p. 132 EX. (14-15) WA 
*p. 133 EX. (3-5) RDA 
p. 134 EX. (11-12) WA 
p. 135 EX. (7-9) WA 
p. 136 EX. (1-8) RDA 
p. 136 EX. (15-16) WA 
p. 137 EX. (1-6) RDA 
p. 137 EX. (13-14) W A 
p. 139 EX. (1-24) WA 
*p. 140 EX. (1-5) RDA 
p. 141 EX. (1-6) RDA 
p. 141 EX. (10-11) WA 
p. 142 EX. (1-7) RDA 
p. 142 EX. (9-10) WA 
p. 143 EX. (7-9) WA 
p. 149 EX. (1-14) RDA 
*p. 150 EX. 1-7 RDA, 9-10 RDA 
p. 151 EX. (4-16) WA 
p. 152 EX. (4-15) WA 
p. 153 EX. (1-10) WA 
p. 154 EX. (15-16) WA 
p. 155 (Self-Help Tests 3 and 4) W A 
p. 156 EX. (1-10) WA 
Test 5 Mid-Year Mastery Test - Test Booklet, pp. 9-15 
UNITS 16-21 
Teacher', 
Oheck 
.upil's 
Check 
JOB SHEET #5 
*p. 157 EX. (1-7) RDA 
p. 158 EX. (1-19) RDA 
p. 159 EX. (1-10) RDA 
p. 160 EX. (7-9) WA 
p. 161 EX. (1-8) RDA EX. 17, WA 
p. 162 EX. (1-5) RDA 
p. 163 EX. (22-27) RDA 
p. 164 EX. (1-4) RDA 
p. 165 EX. (1-10) RDA 
GRADE 6 
p. 166 EX. (11-19) WA EX. (24-27) WA 
p. 169 Written Practice, EX. (1-8) WA 
p. 167 EX. (1-10) RDA 
p. 171 EX. (1-10b, c, 11-15) WA 
p. 173 EX. (1-10) RDA 
p. 173 EX. (11-13) WA 
p. 174 EX. (4 and 9) WA 
p. 175 EX. (7-11) WA 
p. 176 Top of page EX. (6-11) WA, Matching Contest 1-12 RDA 
p. 177 EX. (1-15) WA 
*p. 178 EX. (1-5) RDA 
p. 180 B-Column EX. (1-8) WA 
p. 181 Written Review - EX. (10-18) WA 
p. 182 EX. (1-10) WA 
p. 183 Tests 5 and 6 W A 
p. 184 EX. (1-10) WA 
*p. 185 EX. (1-13) RDA 
p. 186 EX. (1-6) RDA 
p. 186 EX. 7 WA 
p. 187 EX. (16-17) WA 
p. 188 RDA 
p. 189 EX. (1-7 and 10) WA 
p. 190 EX. (7-14, 16-17) WA 
*p. 191 EX. (1-12) RDA 
p. 192 EX. (1-10) RDA 
p. 194 EX. (1-17) RDA 
p. 194 EX. (21-23) WA 
p. 195 EX. (6-12a-b) WA 
p. 196 EX. (1-18) WA 
Test 6 - Test Booklet, pp. 17-18 Test 7, Achievement 3 pp. 19-20 
UNITS 22-26 
Teacher's 
Check 
-Pupil's 
Check 
JOB SHEET #6 
*p. 198 EX. (1-6) RDA 
p. 199 EX. {1-2) WA 
p. 199 EX. (4-19) RDA 
p. 200 EX. (1-3) RDA 
p. 201, 202 RDA 
p. 203, EX. (1-17) RDA 
p. 204 EX. (13-14) WA 
*p. 205 EX. (1-6) RDA 
GRADE 6 
p. 207 Top of page, RDA EX. (7-8) WA 
p. 208 EX. (4-5) WA 
*p. 209 EX. (1-9) RDA 
p. 209 EX. (12-13) WA 
p. 214, EX. (1-10) WA 
p. 215 EX. (14-19) RDA 
p. 216 (Self-Help Tests 7 and 8) WA 
p. 217 (Self-Help Tests 9 and 10) 
p. 218 EX. (1-8) WA 
*p. 220 EX. (1-8) RDA 
p. 221 EX. (1-11) RDA 
p. 222 EX. (1-8) RDA 
p. 223 EX. (1-5) RDA 
p. 223 EX. (15-16) WA 
p. 224 EX. (1-3) RDA 
p. 224 EX. (10-11) WA 
p. 225 EX. (1-5) RDA 
p. 225 EX. (6-18) WA 
p. 226 EX. (1-5) RDA 
p. 227 EX. (6, 10, 13, 14) RDA 
p. 228 EX. (1-5) RDA 
p. 229 EX. (18-19) WA 
WA 
Test 8 - Test Booklet, pp. 21-22 
UNITS 27-29 
Teacher' 
Check 
.pil's 
Oheck 
JOB SHEET #7 
p. 230 EX. (1-5) RDA 
p. 231 EX. (1-5) RDA 
p. 231 EX. (6-8, 15-19) WA 
p. 234 EX. (1-13) RDA 
p. 235 EX. (1-12) WA 
GRADE 6 
UNITS 30-32 
p. 236, 237, 238, 239, 240, 241, 242, 243, 244 RDA (Read various kinds of graphs) 
p. 245 EX. (1-6) RDA 
p. 246 EX. (1-8) RDA 
p. 247 EX. (1-16) WA 
p. 250 EX. (1-10) WA 
p. 251 EX. (20-24) RDA 
p. 252 (Self-Help Tests 13 and 14) WA 
p. 253 (Self-Help Tests 15 and 16) WA 
p. 254 EX. (1-10) WA 
Test 9 - Achievement Test 4 - Test Booklet, pp. 23-24 
Teacher's 
Oheck 
e 
Pupil's 
Check 
JOB SHEET #8 
p. 255 EX. (1-8) W A 
p. 256 EX. (1-7) RDA 
p. 257 EX. (1-13) RDA 
p. 258 EX. (1-8) RDA 
GRADE 6 
p. 259 EX. (10) WA EX. (11-12) RDA 
p. 260 RDA 
p. 261 EX. (3-6) RDA 
p. 262 (Written Review - EX. 1-7) WA 
p. 265 RDA 
p. 267 EX. (1-7) RDA 
p. 268 EX. (1-10) WA 
p. 269 EX. (1-8) RDA 
p. 270-271 EX. (1-10) RDA 
p. 272 EX. (1-7) WA 
p. 273 EX. (1-31) WA 
p. 274 EX. (1-15) RDA 
p. 275 EX. (1-14) RDA 
p. 276 EX. (1-10, and 14) RDA 
p. 276 EX. (4, 9, 13, 15) WA 
Test 10 - Test Booklet, pp. 25-26 
UNITS 33-34 
Teacher': 
Check 
.pil'8 
Check 
GRADE 6 
JOB SHEET #9 
p. 280 EX. (1-10) RDA 
p. 281 EX. (1-13) RDA 
p. 281 EX. (14-21) WA 
p. 284 EX. (1-5) RDA 
p. 286 EX. (1-6) RDA 
p. 287 EX. (1-23) RDA 
p. 288 EX. (1-16) RDA 
p. 289 EX. (1-14) RDA 
p. 290 EX. (1-3) RDA EX. (9-10) WA EX. (12-16) RDA 
p. 291 EX. (1-15) RDA 
p. 292 EX. (1-15) RDA EX. (16-33) WA 
p. 294 EX. (1-2) RDA EX. (3-19) WA 
p. 295 EX. (1-9) WA 
p. 297 EX. (1-10) WA 
p. 301 EX. (1-11) WA 
p. 302 (Self-Help Tests 17 and 18) WA 
p. 303 (Self-Help Tests 19 and 20) WA 
p. 304 EX. (1-10) WA 
Test 11 - End-of-Year Mastery Test - Test Booklet, pp. 27-34 
UNITS 35-38 
Teacher's 
Check 
.pil's 
Check 
GROWTH IN ARITHMETIC GRADE 7 JOB SHEET #1 
Units 1-7, pages 1-90, review Our Number System, Round Numbers, Roman Num-
erals, Bar and Line Graphs, Common Measures, and the Four Computations with Integers 
and Fractions. 
p. 16 RDA, 1-6 WA 7-10 
p. 19 RDA 1-6 WA 7-12 
p. 40 W A Test 1a and Test 1b 
Maintenance Test 1 
p. 42 RDA 1-4 
p. 44 RDA 1-3 WA 4-8 
p. 49 RDA 1-22 
p. 50 WA 1-30 
Maintenance Test 2 
p. 52 RDA 1-19 
p. 53 RDA 1-16 
p. 54 RDA 1-8 
p. 55 WA 1-10 
p. 56 WA 7-9; 15-17 
p. 57 RDA 1-25 
p. 58 RDA 1-17 
p. 59 RDA 1-10 
p. 62 WA 1-8 
Maintenance Test 3 
p. 70 WA 1-25 
p. 73 RDA 1-22 
p. 74 WA 1-26 
Maintenance Test 4 
p. 80 WA 1-17 
p. 81 WA 7-8; 15-16 
Maintenance Test 5 
p. 82 RDA 1-11 
p. 83 W A 24-30 
p. 84 RDA 1-10 
p. 85 WA 1-30 
p. 86 RDA 13-19 
p. 88 WA 1-10 (e) only 
Teacher-'s 
Check 
e 
Pupil's 
Check 
e 
JOB SHEET #2 
p. 100 RDA 8-14 
p. 101 RDA 1-8 
p. 106 RDA 12-16 
p. 107 RDA 1-12 
Maintenance Test 8 
p. 110 RDA 1-11 
p. 111 RDA 1-2 WA 4-5 
p. 113 RDA 1-8 
p. 114 RDA 1-9 
p. 115 RDA 1-15 
Maintenance Test 9 
p. 116 RDA 1-16 
p. 117 RDA 1-33 
p. 119 RDA 1-17 
p. 120 W A 1-29 
p. 121 WA 1-18 
Maintenance Test 10 
GRADE 7 
Units 8-10 Review of Decimals 
Teacher's 
Check 
~il's 
Check 
GRADE 7 
JOB SHEET #3 
Units 10 and 11 contain Comparisons of Numbers Using Fractions or Decimals, Ratio, 
Fraction, Decimal, and Per Cent Equivalents with Ru1es for Changing Each to the Other 
Two, and Finding a Per Cent of a Number with Applications in Discount and Commission. 
p. 126 RDA 1-5 WA 20-24 
p. 127 RDA 1-5 
p. 128 RDA 1-11 
p. 129 RDA 18 
p. 130 WA 1-11 
p. 131 WA 17-20 
Maintenance Test 11 
*p. 132 RDA 1-4 
p. 133 WA 12-17 
p. 134 W A 9-14 
p. 135 WA 1-6 
p. 137 W A 15-19 
p. 138 RDA 1-23 
p. 139 W A Test 4a and Test 4b 
Maintenance Test 12 
p. 147 RDA 1 WA 6-10 
p. 148 RDA 1-12 WA 17-18 
p. 149 WA 1-18 
p. 150 RDA 1-15 
Maintenance Test 13 
MID YEAR MASTERY TEST Part 1, Part 2, Part 3 and Part 4 
p. 140 RDA 1-5 WA 10-15 
141 RDA 1-8 
p. 142 RDA 1-15 
p. 143 RDA 1 WA 3-4; 9-10; 12 
p. 144 RDA 1-6 
p. 145 WA 9-10 
p. 146 WA 9-11 12-15 
Teacher's 
Check 
til's Check 
GRADE 7 
JOB SHEET #4 
p. 152 Ex. 1-10 RDA WA 15-16 
p. 153 RDA 1-7 WA 8-11 
p. 155 WA 1-17 (c and d) 
p. 156 RDA 1-2 W A 4-6 
p. 157 W A 16-19 
p. 158 RDA 1-2 WA 13 
*p. 159 RDA 1-2 WA 3-6 
Maintenance Test 14 
p. 160 RDA 1-5 
p. 166 WA 1-22 
p. 171 Test 8 Ex. 1-11 WA 
p. 172 Test 5b Ex. 1-10 WA 
*p. 173 RDA 1-7 
*p. 176 RDA 1-13 
p. 177 WA 7-14 
Maintenance Test 16 
p. 181, 182, 184, 185, 186, 188, 189 RDA Thoroughly and very carefully 
Maintenance Test 17 
Teacher's 
Check 
.pits 
Check 
JOB SHEET #5 
p. 194 RDA 1-4 
*p. 195 RDA 1-7 
*p. 196 RDA 1-2 W A 18-22 
p. 198 RDA 
GRADE 7 
p. 200, 201, 202, 203 RDA Thoroughly and very carefully 
Maintenance Test 19 
p. 205 RDA 1-6 WA 15-18 
p. 207 Ex. 1-27 WA 
Maintenance Test 20 
*p. 209 RDA 
*p. 212 RDA 1-7 
p. 213 RDA 1-3 
*p. 214, 215, 216, 217 RDA Thoroughly and very carefully 
*p. 218 Read carefully 
p. 219 WA 1-5 
Maintenance Test 21 
UNITS 14-15 
*p. 220, 221, 222, 223, and 224 RDA Read carefully, learn rules and 
all words in dark print and 
italics. 
Maintenance Test 22 
Teacher's 
Check 
~upil's 
Checlc 
GRADE 7 
JOB SHEET #6 UNITS 16-17 
p. 226-227 RDA 1-10 
*p. 228, 229, 230, 231, 232, 233, 234, 235, 236, 237 RDA Read care-
fully, Study figures, learn rules, learn formulae 
Maintenance Test 23 
p. 238 RDA 
p. 239 WA 1-11 
p. 241 WA 1-26 
Maintenance Test 24 
p. 242 RDA 
p. 243 RDA 1-3 WA 4-5 
p. 244 RDA 1-6 
p. 245 RDA 1-3 
p. 246 RDA 1-6 WA 8-9 
p. 247 RDA 1-6 WA 8-15 
*p. 249 RDA 1-13 
p. 250 RDA 1-6 
*p. 251 RDA 1-3 
p. 253 WA 11-16 Select one to do. 
p. 254 WA 1-13 
Maintenance Test 25 
p. 256 RDA 14-20 
p. 258 and 259 W A 1-28 
Teacher' 
Checlc 
.pil's 
Check 
GRADE 7 
JOB SHEET #7 
p. 264 RDA 
*p. 265 RDA 1-10 
p. 268, 269, 270, 271 RDA Study Gas and Electric Meters and Bills 
*p. 272 RDA 1-4 
p. 273 RDA 1-7 
Maintenance Test 27 
p. 274 and 275 WA 1-31 
p. 276 WA 1-14 
p. 277 W A 15-22 
Maintenance Test 28 
p. 286 WA 1-8 
p. 289 EX. 1-4 RDA 
Maintenance Test 29 
p. 290 W A 1-14 
p. 291 W A 25-41 
p. 292 WA 1-26 
End of Year Mastery Test 
UNITS 18-19 
Teachers 
Check 
e 
Pupil's 
Check 
·-
GRADE 7 
QUALIFYING TESTS FOR GRADE SEVEN 
After Job Sheet #1 page 89, Test I and II; page 90, Test 2a and Test 2b 
After Job Sheet #2 page 123, 1-18; page 124, Test 3 and 4; page 125 
Test 3a and 3b 
After Job Sheet #3 page 151, Test 5 and 6 
\ 
After Job Sheet #4 page 192 and page 193, Test 6a and Test b 
After Job Sheet #5 page 208 Test a and Test b page 225 Test 8a and 
Test 8b 
After Job Sheet #6 page 262 and page 263 Test 9a and Test 9b 
After Job Sheet #7 pages 296, 297 and 298 
Teacher 
Check 
